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ABSTRACT
Promoting changes to improve the design or use of a

school's play area is the challenge of this Unified,Sciences and
Mathematics for Elementary Schools (USMES) unit. TheNchallenge is
general enough to apply to many problem-solving situations in
mathematics, science, social science, and language arts at any
-elementary school level (grades 1-8). The.Teacher Resource Book for
the unit is divided into five sections. Section I describe§_ the USMES
approach to student-initiated investigations of real problems,
including a discussion of the nature of USMES "challenges." Section
II provides an overview of possible student activities with commenti
on prerequisite sbills, instructional strategies, suggestions when
using the unit with primary grades, a flow chart illustrating how
investigations evolve from students' discussions of play area design
and use problems, and a hypothetical account of intermediate-level
class activities. Section III provides documented events of actual
class activities from kindergar,ten and grades 5 and 4/6. Section IV
includes lists of "How To" cards and background papers, bibliography
of non-USMES materials, and a glossary. Section V consists of charts
identifying skills, concepts, processes, and areas of study learned
as students become involved with the activities. (JN)
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CMALLENGE: PROMOTE CHANGES THAT WILL IMPROVE THE DESIGN OR USE OF OUR SCHOOL'S PLAY AREA
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Preface

The USMES Pridect

r,

.

OA,

Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
'Matheniatics and the Natural, Social, and Communications
Sciences in Real Problem Solving-(USMES) was formed in re-
sponse to the recommendations of the,1967 Cambridge Con-
ference Rn the Correlation of-Science and Mathematics in the (

Schools.* Since its inception in 1970, USMES has been
funded by the'National Science Foundation tTdevelop 'and
carry 4ut field- trials Of interdisciplinary units-centered
on lo -range investightions pf real and practical problems/

.(Or hallengee) iaken,from the local school/community
environment. School Planners can use these units to 4esign
a flexible curricului for grades one through eight in 'which
realproblemsolving.plays ah important role%

6 Development and field trials' were carried out by, teachers
and students in the classroOm with the assietance of univer-,
sity specialists at workshops and at occasiRfial other meet-

ings. The work was coorainated bra staff tt the Education
Development Center in Newt6n, Massachuse4s. It iddition,/

the staff at EDO coordinated,implemehthtionprograms in- /

volving sehools, 'districts, and ceIleges that are carrYing
out local USMES implementation programs for teachers and
schools in their area. J0.

Trial editions of the following units are currently
available:

Advertising
Bicycle Transportation

ClaSsrpom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing People
Designing for Human
#Design Lab Design
#Eating in School
Getting There
Growing Plants
Manufacturing
Mass Communications

IMY

Proportion!

r

Nature Trails ,

.

Orientation
Pedestrian Crossings 0
Play Area Design and Use
Protecting Property

#School Rhles
School Supplies
School Z60
Soft Drink Design
Traffic Flow
#Using,Free Time
Ways to Leatn/Teach
Weather Predictions.

,,*See Goals for the COrrelation of Elemantary Science and
Mathematics, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1969.

4i4Available fall 1976.
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Io respinding to a long-range challenge, the students
nnd teachers often have need of a wide range of resources.
In fact,ail of the people hnd materials in the school and
community are important resources forlUSMES activitiev.
USMES provides iesourcea in addition hp ttiese. One resource

'far students is the Design Lab or its classloom equivalent:

using the tools and supplies available, children can follow
through on their ideas by constructing measuring tools, .

testing apparatus, models, etc. Another resource for stu-

dents.is the "How TolCSrds. Each qet of cards gives infor-
mation abbut a specific problem; the students use a set only,

whin they want help on that particulqr problem.
.

'SeVeral types,of resources are available for teachers:
the'aveS Guide, a Teacher Resource Book for each challenge,

:§4ckground Papers, a Design Lab Manual, and a Cprriculum

correlation Guide. A complete set of all these written
materials comprise what is called the MMES libraryi This

library, which should be available in,each school uang
,USMES units, contains the following:

.1e°.
1. The USMES GUide

The usmgs Guide is a compilation Of materials
sthat may be used for long-range planning of a
curriculum that incorporates the USMES'program.
in addition to basic information iibout the
project, the,challenges,.and related materials,
it contains charts assessing the strengths of
the various challenges in terms of their pos-
sible subject area content.

2. Teacher Resource Books (one for each4challenge)

auflilbodkvontains a description of the 'USMES

approach to real problem-solving'activities,
general idfortation about the particular* unit,

edited logslof class aptivities, other written
materials relevant to the unit, and charts
that indicate the basic skills, procesqes, an2

ideas of study that may belearned and utilized'
as students become engaged in certain possible

activities.

3. Design Lab MSqual

This contains sections on the style of Design Lab

activities, safety considerbtiona, and an inventork,

is

4.

ti
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of-tools and supplies. Because many "hands-on"i
) activities may take place in the classroom,

the Des0gn Lab Manual should be made available ..)

to e80SMES teacher. 4

4. "How To" Cards.

1These';hott sets of cards provide i:hformation
to students about specific problems that.day
arise'during USMES units. Particular compute-

. tion, graphing, and Construction:problems are
'discussed. A'complete list.of the "How To" '

Cards can be found in tht USMES Guide.'

5.. Backgrouhd Papers

These papers a;e'Written to provide information,
for the teachers on technical probleds that
might arise as students carry on various'inves-

.

A

Acknowledgments
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/e."
tigations, A. comPlete ltst of the Background

Papers can be found in the USMES Gttide. /I

6. purrictilum Correlation Guide

This volume ih intended to coorditlate other
curriculum matezials,with the Teacher Resource
Books and tosprovide the teachgi with the deans
to-integrate UnitS easily intdcutherschool
'activities and lessons. r

The preceding materials are describedin brief in the
USMES brochure, which can be used by teachers and adminis-
trators to disseminate information about the program to the
local community. A variety of.other dissedination and im-
plementation materihls are also available for individuals
and groups involved in local implementation programs. They

include Preparing People for USA'S: An .4pplementation

Resource Book, the USMES slide/tape show,' the Design Lab
slide/tape show, the Design Lab biochure, the USMESItews t-

ter, videotapes of classroom activities, a general report on
evaluation results, a map showing the locations of Schools .

conducting local implementation of USMES, a list Of expeii-
enced USN= teachers and uniVetsityconsultante, and- news-
paper and magazine articles.

'xi

Besides the contributóth listed at the beginning Of.the
book, we are deeply indebted to the tany elementary school

1
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children whose inveatigations of the challenge form the -

;bisis for this book. Without their efforts this book would

not bate been possible. Many thanks to the Planning Commit-

-tee for their years of service and advice: Many thanks also

to other members'of the USMES staff for t4ir suggestions

and advice and for their help in staffing a d organizing the

development workshops. Special thanks also jo to Christopher

Italie for his efforts as Project Manager during.the develop -

men't of this book.
, .

Because Tri -Wall was the only readily
available brand of

three-layered cardboard
At.the time tha projeot began, USMES

has used.it et
workshops and in schools; consequently, ref-

erences to Tri-Wall can be
found throughout the Teacher Re-

source Books. The addresses of companies
that supply three -

layered cardboard can be'found in ,the Design Lab Manual.

19
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41; Introduction

Using the-teacher Resource Book
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When teachers try a new cdtriculum for the first time,
they need to tinderstand the philosop* beand tu1e cuviculuml
The USMES,approach to Student-initihted investigations of
real problems'is outlined in section A. of this Teacher S.e.-
source Book.

Section B starts with a.bkief overview of possible stu-
dent actiVities arising from the challehge; comments on pre-
requisite skills are included. Following that is a discus-
sion of the classroom strategy.for USMES real'problem-
solving activities, including introduction of the challenge,
student activity, resources, and Design Lab use. 'Subsequent
pages include a Aescriptidt of:the 'use cd the.nnetin-pri:.
mary grades, a flow chart and a composite log that indicate -,

the range of possible student-work, and a lift of quegtions
that the teacher ma); find useful for focusing the/students'
activities on the challenge'.

Because studentp initiate all the activities in response', Al

to the challenge and becaust the work of one'class'may dif-
fer-from that undertakenlyy-Mther-classes,- -teachers-falai-liar
with USMES need to read only section:3'A and t before intro- 1

diming the challenge to students. ,

SectiOn C of this book is the documentation sectiont
These edited teachers' logs show.,the variety of ways in,
WhiCh students in different classes have workedtat finding
a solution to the challenge.

4
Section D contains a list.ofthe titles of relevant sets

of "How To"'Cards and brief descriptions of the Background
Papers pertaining to the unit. Also included in section D
is'a glossary of. the terms-used in the Teacher Resource Bodk

end an annotated bibliogfaphy.
Section E contains charts that indicate-d!mcomparative

strengt% of the unit in terms of real prOblem solving,
mathematics, scienap, social science, Smd language-arta. Tt
alsd contains a list of explicit examples ok real problem,
solving.and other subject area skills, processes, and sreai;

ofstudy learned andiutilized in the unit. These charts and
lists are based on documentation of'actiVities that have /

taken place- in USMES ciasses. KnoWing ahead of time utich
tbasic gkills and perocesses are likely to be utilized, teach-

ers can postpone teaching thaVkart of'theii regular progtms
until later in iht year. At that time students.can study
them in thensual way if filmy haVe not already learned them
as part of their USMES activities.

AN

,

21.



A. Real problem Solving and 13131013

If life were of uch a constant nature that
there were only a.few chores to do and the were
done over and over in ,exactly the same way, ttle.

, case for kndwingl how to solve problems would not
be so coMpelaing. All One Would have to do would
be to learn,how to do the few,jobs at the outset.
From then on he could rely on memory and habit.
gprtunately- -or bnfortunately depending upon one's
point of view--lile is not simple and unchanging.
Rather it is changing so rapidly that about all we
-can predict is that things will be different in the
future. In such a world the ability to adjuqt and

.
to solve one's problems is of paramount importance.*

Real Problem Solvine USMES is based on the beliefs thato,real Problem solving
is an 'Important skill to be learned and hat ny math,
science, social science, and langua ilL5 may be
learned more qUickly and easily the coneixt Of qu-
dent investigations of real prohlems. Real problem solkring,
as exemplified by USIqS, impl4es a style of education which
involves students in investigating and sOlvi &real problems.

- N
3

rit provides the bridge between the abstracti s of the
school curriculum and the world of the studen . Each USHER
unit presents a problem in the form df a chall nge thdt is
interesting to children because it is both real and prac-..

tical. The problem is real in several respects: (1) the
.0e problem applies to some aspect of student life in the school,

dr commupity, (2) a solution is needed and not presently
known, at least for the particular case in question, (3) the
students must consider the entiresituation with all the.
accompanying variables and complexities, and (4) the probleM
is such that the work done by the students can lead to some
improvement in the situation. Thief expectation of useful .

accomplishmept.provides the motivation for children to carry
out the comprehensive investigations needed to find some
solution to the challehge.

The level at Which the ohildren approach the problems, 4
the investigatiOns lat they carry out, and the soAutions

22

'

*Kenneth B. Henderson pnd ,Robert E..Pingry, "Problem-Solving
.in.Mathematicst" in The Learning of #athematics: Its Theory
and PraCtice, Twenty-first Yearbook bf the 4irational; Council,

,of TeacherS of Hathetatics Naehington, The Council; .

1953); p: 233.
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. The USMES Approach
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that they devise may Vary according to the a0 and ability

of the children: However, real problem solving inmolves
them, at some level, in all aspects of the problem-solving.
process: definition of the problemrdetermination of the.'
import4t factors in the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of the data. using graphs,
charts, statistics, or whatever means the students can find;
discussion; fotmulation and trial of suggested solutions; ,

clarification,of values; decision making; and communications

of findings to others. It addition, students becorne more

inquisitive, more cooperative in working with others,.more
critical in their thinking, more self-reliant, and more in-
terested in helping to improve social conditions.

To.learn the process of real problem solving, the stuT.
dents must encounter, forinplate, and find Some solution to

complete and realistic problems. The students themselves,

not the teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the vari-
ables that should be investigated, search out the gacts, and
judge the correctnegp of their hypotheses and conclusions.-
In real'problem-solving activities, the peacher acts as a
coordinator'and collaborator, not an autbdritative aneWer-
giver.

Thelproblem is,first reworded by students in specific

terms that apply to their school or community, and the
various aspects of the problem are discussed by the class.
'The students then suggest approaches to the problem and set
priorities for.the investigations they plan to carry oui.
A typical USMES class consists of several groups working on
different aspects of the problem. As the groups report ,

periodically to the class on their progress, new directions
are identified and new task forces are formed as needed.'
Thus, work on an USMES challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or "action-oriented" experience.

Real problem solving does not rely solely on the
discovery-learning concept.- In the real world people have
access to certain facts and techniques wben they recognize'

the need for them. The same should be true in the cladsroqm.

%When the students find that certain facts and skills are
necessary for continuing their investigation, they learn'
willingly and quickly in a more directed way to acquire
thesefacts and skills. CAsequently, the students should
have available different'resources that they may use as .
they recognize the need for them, but they should still be
left with a wide scope to explore their otan ideas and

methods.

25
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Certain information on Specific skills is provided by the

sets of USMES "116w To" Cards. The studegts are 'referred

only to the.set for which they have clearly identified a
need and only when they,are unable to,proceed on their own.
Each "How To" Cards title clearly'indicates the skill in-V

volved--"How to tse a Stopwatch," "How to Make.a Baf Graph

Picture oi Your Data," etc. (h_compleie list,of the "How' 4

To" Cards can be found in Chapter of the USMES Guide.).

Another resource provided by USMES is the.DeSign Lab or

its classroom equivalent. The Design Lab provides a cen-

tral.location for tools ahd materials where devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting other
classroom activities. Ideally, it is a separate room with

spate for all necessary supplies and equipment and work

space for the children. However, it may be as small as a

corner of the claSsrdom and may contain only a few tools and

supplies. Since tfie benefits of real problem solving can he

obtained by thelstudents Only if they have a means to fol-'
low up their idqas, the availability of a Design Lab can be

a very impoWtant asset.
OptimallY, the operation of the school's Design Lab

should be such as to make it available to the students when---

ever they need it. It should be as free as possible from'

set schedulipg or 'programming. The students use the Design

Lab to try out their own igleas androi to design, construct,-

test-, and improve many devices initiated by their responses

to the USMES challenges. While this optimum operation of

the Design Lab may not alwgys be possible due to various
limitations, "handp-on",activities may take place im the

classroom even though a Design Lab may not be available.
(A detailed discussion of the Design Lab pan be found in
Chapter VI of'the.USMES Guide, /bile a complete list of "How
To" Cards covering such Design Tlb skills as sawing, gluing,

nailing, solderin , is contained in Chapter IX.)

Work on all US ,challenges is not only sufficiently

complex to require,the collaboration o he whole class but

also diverse enough tp efiAbfe each studen to contribute

according to his/her interest.and ability. However, it

should be noted that'irfewer than ten to 'twelve students
from the class are carrying out the investigation of a unit
challqnge, tfie extent of their discovery and learning can be
expectW to be less than if more members of the class are

involved. While it is possible fpr a,class to work on two
related units'at the same time, in many classes the students

progress better, witA.dust one.
The amount oftime spent each week working on an USMES '

challenge is crucial to.a successful resolution of the

4r9 6
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Importance of the Challenge
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problem. Each challenge is designed so thei ;he various
investigations will take from thirty to forttpfive hours,t,

depending on the age of children, .before some solu4on

to the problem is found some'action is taken on the

results of the invpstiga ns. Unless sessions are held at

least-tWo or three tim week, it is difficult forthe,

children to. maintain ir interest and momentum and to be-

come involved inten ely with the challenge. 'The length of
each session depend upowthe age level. of the children and
the nature of the challenge. For example,'children-in the,

primary gradei; may proceed better.by working oi tbe Challenge

more frequently for shorter periods of time, perhdps fifteen
to twenty minutes, while oldtr children may proceed better i

by working less frequently for much longerperidds'of time:
Student interept and the overall accOmplishmenei of the'

class in finding and iMplementini.solutioni.to the-:chslienge
indicate when the 'class's general participstionin unit
activities shop end. ,(Prehature discontinuanee of work-

on a sPecifio 110.i:en& is often dut more to waning interest.,

on the part of the teacher fhanrothatof.the stildents4
However, some students may continue work on!a volUntary
basis on one probleM, while the. Others begin to identify

posSible apprOtata-ta-anbther-USHES7-chaIlenge4

Although individoal (or group) scovery and student

initiation of investigationa is t prodeim in USHES units,

this does not imply the constant encouragethent of *random

activity. Randqp gaivity hap an important pldce in
children'alearning, and opportunities for it should be
made avaiiable at various times. 'During USHES activities,

haweveri it ib believed that childipen learn to solve real
problems only when their efforti'are focused on finding
some sjilutionto the real and practical problem:presented

in the'USHES challenge. It has been found that Students

4re motivated to overcome many difficultieá and irustratlons

in their'efforts to achieve the goal of effecting some
change or'at least of,providing some useful iftformation to

others: Because the children's commitment to finding a
solution to the challenge isene of the keys to successful
USHRS work,,it As extremely iMportant that the challenge be
introduced so that ft is accepted by the class as an im- Av.

portant problem towhich they are willinglto devote a con-
siderable amount of time.

The challenge not only motivates the,cbildren.by stating
the problem but also Provides them with 4 criterion for
ludging their results. Ws criterion--if it workp, it's -

right (or if it.helps us find an answer to,our prOblem, it's

4,8
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Role,of the Teacher
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V!,
a,good thing to do)--gives the children's ideas and results
a meaning within the context of their goal. Miny teachers
have found this concept to be a valuable strategy that not
only allows.the teacher to respond positively to all.Of the
children's ideas but also helps the children themselves to
judge the value of their efforts.

With all of the above in mind, it can be said that the
teacher's responsibility fn the USMES itrategy'for open
classroom activities is_as follows:

1. Introduce the challenge.in a meaningful way

that* not only allows the children to relate
it to their particular situation but also'

,opens up various'avenue6 of.approach.'

2. Act as a coordinator and collaborator. Assist,

not direct, individuals or groups of.students
as they InVestigate different aspeCts of the
problem.

3. Hold ItMES sessions at least two or threectimes

a week so that the children have a chanee to be-
come involved in the challenge and tarry out
comprehensive investigations.

4. Provide the tools and supplies necessary for
initial hands-on work in the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to work in the
Design-Lab.

5, _Be patient in letting the children make their
own mistakes and find their own way. Offer
assistance or point out rources of help for .

'specific info tion (such as the "How TO"
Cards) only when the thildren become frustrated
-in their approachtQ the problem. Conduct
skill sessions as ne essäry.

6. Provide frequent opportunities for group.reports
add student exchanges of ideasin class dis-
cussions. In most cases, students will, by
their.own eritical Of the procedures
they have-ueed, imp ve or set new directions
in their investigation's. '

7
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USMES in the Total School Program
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'

7. If necessary, ask appropriate queJtions to stim-^

,i.ulate the students' thinking So that they will

make more extensive and comprehensive investiga--
tions or analyses of theif data.

1
8. Make sure that a sufficient numher of students

(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that activities do not become
fragmented or stall.

Student success id USMES unit activities is indicated by

the progress they make in finding smile solution to the

challenge, not by following a particular line of investiga-

tion nor by obtaining specified results.'..lbe teacher's

'role in'the UPES strategy is to prOvide a clasaroom'st-
pospherein. which all students can, in their own-Way,
Search out some solution to the challenge:*

a
Today many leading dducators feel that real problem

solving (under different names) is an important.skill to,

be learned. In this mode of learning particular emphasis

is placed on developing skills to deal with tel. Problets
rather than the skills needed to Obtain-"Cottect":andwers

io contrived problems. Because of this and because of the

interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the re-
sultant investfigations, USMES is ideal for use as an impor-

tantoprt of the elemedtary school programi MUch of the

time normally spent in the class on the traditional ap7.
proaches to math, science, social science; And language
arts skills can be safely assigned to USMES activities,, In

fact, as much as one-fourth to one-third of the total school

program might be allotted to work on USMES challenges.

Teachers who have worked with USME for several years have

each succeeding yeat'successfully aisigned to USMES activ-

ities the learning of a greater number of traditional

skills. In addition, reports have indicated that students

retain for a long time the skills and concepts learned and
practiced during USMES activitiei. Therefcite, the time

normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly
reduced if these skills are learned and practiced in the
context of real problem solving.

Because real problem-solving activities cannot possibl??

cover all the stalls and concepts in'the major subject

areas, other curricula as well as other learning modes

(such as "lecture qethod, "individual study topics," Of'
programmed instrugtion) need to be used in conjunction with
USMES in an oftlial education program. However; the other

'32
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instruction will'be enhanced by theikills, aptiVation, an&
understanding provided by real problem solving; and,'in
some cases, mork on an USMES challenge provides the conteXt
within Which the akillaand.contepts of the fsjor subject
areas find application. .

In,order for realproblem.solving taught by_USMES to have_
an optimal value in the school program, class time should be
apportioned with reason and forethought,and the sequence
of challenges investigated ty students during their years in
elementary school ahould involve them in.a'variety of skins:
and processes: Because all:activities are initiated-by stu-
dents in response to the challenge, it is impossible to
state unequivocally which activities will teke place. 'Bow7-
,ever, it is possible touse the documentation,of activities
that have. taken place in USMBS trial classea tofschedule in-
struction-on the specific,skills `and procestieg'reviOTW:T.

'the school'ayStem. Teachers can postpone elle traditional

way of teaching the Skills that hight.come up in work on an
USMES challenge until later in the year. Aethat timeatu-
'dents can learn the required skills in the.usual WaY if they
have not already learned them !during their USMES activities.
..These basic skills, krucesses, and areas ol Study are

listed in charts and lists containk in each Teadhet Resource
Book. A teacher can upe these charts to'decideon.an over-
all allocbtion of class time between USMES and traditional
learning in the major subject disciplines. Examples of in- .

dividual skills and processes are also given so thaethe
teacher can see beforehand'which skills a student May'em-.
counter during the courbe of his investigatkons. These

charts and lista may be found in section E.

As the foregoing indicates, USMES differs significantly
from other curricula. Real problem solving develops the
problem-aolving ability of students and does it in away
(learning-by-doing) that leads to a full understanding of
the process. Because of the following differences, some
teacher preparation ifs. necessary. Some teachers may have
been introduced by other projects to several of the follow-
ing new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new style of teaching and
learning.that real ptoblem solving involveb.

1. Nei? Area of Learning--keal problem solving is;a.,

'neNrarea of'learning, not Nat A nap approach or
new'content within an already-de ined aubject

.areall Although fany subject-matter Curricula'



include something called ptoblem'solving, much 'of

this problem solving involves contrived problems
or fragments of a whole situation and does not
require the dognitive skillis needed for the in-

vestigation of real'ind practicalrproblems.
Learning the dOgnitive strategy required for real
problem solving is different from other kinds

of learning.

3. Interdisciplinary EducationReal problem solv-
ing integrates the disciplines in a natural way;
there is no need to impose smulti-discipiinary
structure: Solving real and practical problems
requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes from many disciplines. The number

and range of tlistiplineirAre-unrestricred and
the'importance of"each is demonstrated in work-

ing toward the.solutioa of practical problems.

,3. Student PlanningTo learn the process Of prob-

`' lem solving, the students themselves, not the
teachdr, mdst analyze the prOblem, choose the

. variables that should be investigated, search
out the facts, and judge the correctness of the

'hypotheses end conclusions. ,In real problem-

solving aceivities the.teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not as an

. authoritative Source of answers.

Learning-by-Dodlg--Learning-by-doing, or discov-

ery learning as it is sometimes called, comes
about naturally in real problem solving since
the problems tackled by each class have unique

. aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or
1

pedestrian crossings have different problems
Essociated with them and, consequently, unique
solutions. The challenge, as defined in each

' situation, provides the focus fqr the children's
hands-on learning expetiencep, such as collecting

real data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment; etc.; trying their
suggested improvements;,and (in some units) pre-
paring reports and presentations of their findings
for the proper authorities.

Learning Skills.and Concepts as Reeded--Skills
and concepts gre learned in real problem solving
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'as. the tieed.for them arises.in the context

of th4 'Work being done, rather than having a
dituation imposed.by the teacher or the text-
book being used. Teachers may direct this
learning when the need for it arises, or stu-
dents nay search out information themselves
from resources provided.

6. Group WorkProgress toward'a solution to a
real problem usually requires thd efforts of
groups of students, not just individual stu-,
dents working alone. Although some work May
be done individually, the total group effort
fprovides good oppprtunities for division of
labor 'and exchange.of ideas among the groups

, and individuals.',Thelrouiing. is flexible
and'Changes in order to meet the needs of the
different stages of investigation.

7.. Student Choicel-Real problem solving offers-
tlassiss the bpportunity to work on problems
that are real to thethi not just to the adults
who Trvparethe'curriculum. In addition,
students may choose to investigate particular
aspects of the problem according.to their
interest. The variety of activities ensuing
from the challenge allows each.studeni to
make some contribution towards the solution of
the problem according to his or her ability and
to learn specific skills at a time when he or
she is ready for that particular intellectual
structure.
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B. General Papers on Play Area Design and Use

1. OVERVIEW OF ACTIViTIES

Challenge:

Promote changes that will improve the
design or use of our school's play area.

Possiblel Class Challenges:

Find ways to make our play area
less crowded and safer.

Make changes in equipment and game
areas to make the play area better
for the whole school.

Ctf 13

An accident on a piece of equipMent that is,being incor-
rectly used, overcrowdedness, or boredom on the part of
children whose age group was not thought of when the area
was designed may lead naturally to the introduction of the

Play Area Design and Use challengt. An investigation of

any, one of several USMES units'including Eating in School,

Classroom Design, and Using Free Time may also lead naturally
to the investigation of this challenge. During the initial

class discussion other play area problems might surface, and
the children may decide to survey the rest of the student
body before assigning priorities to the various issues

raised by classmates. (Observationi of the play area during

recess and after lunch as well as interviews with teachers

who ha've served as piay area monitors may also give them a

better perspective of play area problems.)
A group investigating the overcrowdedness of the play

area might tally the total number otchildren who use the

area at different times during the day, and the number using

each piece of equipment. Another grouaemight measure the
physical dimensions of the present p1a'9 area and space re-

quired for each piece of equipment to determine what space

is available. Still another group might conduct surveys of
schoolmates,to _determine the preferences for different types

of equipment according to the ages of different users of the -

play area. Data might also be collected on user heights,
weights and ages and on dimensions of the equipment such as
the distance between rungs of a ladder or height of swings
in an attempt to assess whether or not the equipment size

is appropriate.
Often student$ may visit other play areas to investigate

alternative designs, facilities or other possible uses of
space. 4 expenditures are necessary, data might be col-

lected op equipment and material costs, and on availability

of funding. Fire and safety regulations concerning the
materials used might be examined and taken into considera-

tion if any cha&es are made.
Before imple ng any final solutions, the groups can

present their p oposals to each other and synthesize all
their suggested actions into a cohesive,program. The chil-

dren may first have to obtain approval from the principal,
school board or PTA before proceeding, thus affording them

C 3 8
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,the opportunity to prepare a unified presentation of their

findings and recommendations. They may want to make large

and visually effective charts and graphs to communicate cer-

tain points; they may write and practice speeches to !ensure'

a clear and complete presentation. Once they have received

spproval and have taken care of logistics and other details,

'the children can implement their program for improving the

play area which might include rescheduling the use of the

pfay area, relocating the equipment, selecting new equipment

br improving existing equipment, Snd designing new games.

To measure the4 success, the children might collect data

on play area us4 to see whether safety has been improved or

whether overcrowding has diminished. They might conduct

attitude surveys to find out how students and teachers feel

about the changes.-
_
Sode aspects of the Students' program may require contin-

'ued effort, qhildren may act as monitors to see that litter

is disposed of properly and rules followed. A standingAcom-

oittee bitty be formed toinsure that equipment is maintained

,and used safely. They may periodically devote time to as-

Slating younger children and organize as.well as teach new,

-Ohms.. When work on the Play Area Design and Use challenge

..is_complete, students blight decide to investigate other

spatial\and scheduling problems in the school as well as the

IISMES Unit on school rules.
Although many of these activitils may require skills and

Concepts new to the children, there is no need for prelim-

'inary work on these skills.and concepts because the childten

can learn them w4en the need arises., In fact, chiidren

learn more quickly and easily when they have a need to learn.

,Consider counting: whereas children usually learn to count

by rote, they-can, through USMES gain a better understanding

of counting by learning or practicing it within real con-

texts. In working on PlaY Area Design and Use children also

learn and practice graphing, measuring, working with deci-

mals.and dividing. although divi4ng seems necessary to

compare fractions orratios, primary.children can make com-

parisons graphically; sets of data can also be compared

graphically or by subtracting iedtans (half-way values).

Ptirthermore instead of using division to make scale draw-

ings, younger children"can convert their meaSurements to 0

spaces on graph paper. Division may be intrOduced.at the g

proper grade level during calculation of percentages, aver- 1

ages, or.unit cost of some item.
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2. OLASSROOM STRATEGY FOR PLAY Each USMES unit revolves around a challenge-4-a stacement

, AREA DESIGN AND USE that says, "Solve this problem." The,..succesa.or-failuie, of,

the unit depengs largely on. (1). the relevange -bf the,krobiem .,*

for the studenks and (2) the process by'which, theyrdeane
and accept /the challenge. If the, childien s'ee the problem ,....v

as a real hne, they will be combi,t.ted. to finding:a solution; IY.:.." .

theY will have a focus and purposb lor their activities. If-

the students do not thirkeht ,prOlem,:affeets them, their
attempts at finding solotiona,will likely he .idisjointed end

., corsolts ...,:: ' 1 A -c**..
' The :Oiallenge as stated4n the PlairArea Design aO Use :, ,3,

,,- Repurde:Rook is general anOugh t6'apOly to mAny.S*uationa.:,.*.r,
Students in, different classts :define sind reword the 'Chill;-

!

:2.:,-..,

: ltnge, io fit their particularSituatOn and thuS'aVe!ai
a,;spediac class chidlem..:Fdr exi0Ole, the cha3.lthige, ';

'"Fromotehenges that N:iiI1 iprove
yonr schoOlte play area;1', has !been re4eted,,Wsome%clesati

, ,!,,:
in terms of making dhangea4n areas ,optd bvi-di#ferent grades,

,. ,"

1.
.

, to-makethe., pjay area better .for: thOihole phisol.. 7 .4.;,.t
, . ...' . ,.. . ,, .

6" .,

.." , ihe Yto. esg . of introducing . .. Given that A problem exidts; haw:Can "kOteach'ei without-
:! 1 -. .. . ,. .0,..

, . tht Challenge ,
,

being directive, help ; the sgOdents I4tntifyjne-"6,ha1lenge.

that they .iii.11 work, on as al,grou0 Ttlere ,ii.;no-Set method; -0

,. ,

-',_:,: -r ,
, ,

. be6ad4t -64 VeViatitinir --iimb*-teathert f.rerall'et-G*--7-andr-s-choolty:....

,.. , ,-- -
'..' .and among the'USMES'ionits themSelv'ed-. However., ustits:::Oilich-

,
irs 114O ,fouud that'Optaim_general technicotkin!!ttrodue-_ ,:,;::;.,

-.-.:
ing),'thehaIlenge are -helpful.- , *''. ,

% *
.

*

. iOnt,soch.:technique ie to4'Orn'a dOdussibn,.of sopt.-ri-ant.7_ 0

,

4.

.:;.; ,.- tvent,toward the challenge. For example; a''.1bas diecuasion- -:
, ..,,

about tbk,Children'S play 4ctiVitiesOgrIng itdeas may iee..,

, v, -.:. f ... :':
: 6)* #.11lay .ArAa Design and Ust challenge.

,

, ..,
..:- , . , 'if ." .

.

'n o
. . ... .1, "..

*
,

. 1
.

. 44,._, 1: , ., , .,- :. .

, ,.

One. Class' of Ifilth'7,grade studened7*as ,esked *iv illey
:

fel't nboOt ,their play area--whatilei 4.444/as adequate
. ,-.:::

: . e ,. or lin ;nded'bf improvement4'j At .the %time,' deperate

pis areas were provided ibr children in theprimary
and intermediate grades. The' oht2dAn 4Scus'sed

.7,. both.breas.and decided' that ihe %Nay area, for younger
,

....

' '': children lqpked einippent.. They.Ogreed td*cps
-thp.tr attention ov 4ftproving ther facility..

.. .
. ,

Often work dn, one challenge 1eds tb another. For exam-,

.ple, children invtstigating overcrowding in the lundhfoom
might discover that Schoolmates do not want to go oStside
after lunch because Wthe .poor condition -of the irlay area: '

.41.



A group of studentsmight then decide to work on the Play

Area Design and Use challenge. When Children encounter a

Amdblem that leads to a related USMES challenge, one group

of children may begin work on the second challenge while the

rest of the,class continues with the first Challenge. How-

ever, there should be at least ten to twelve'students work-

ing on any one,challenge; otherwise, the children's work may

be fragmented or superficial or may break down completely.

Sometimes the discussion of a broad problem may encompass

the Chailengesof several related.units. Por example, a

discussion of problem areas in the school can lead the stu-

dents to the challenges for Eating in School, Classroom De-

sign, Design Lab Design, School Rules, Classroom Management,

or Play Area Design and Use as the children identify spe-

cific problems.
An experienced upmEs teacher is usually willing ta have

the children work,on any one of the several challenges that

may arise during the discussion of a broad problem. While

,this approach gives the children the opportunity to select '

the challenge they are most interested in.inVestigating,'it

,does place on the teacher the additional responsibility df

being prepared to act as a resource person for whichever

challenge is chosen.
Classroom experience has shown that Childrents progress

on an USMES challenge may be poor if the teacher and stu-

dents do not reacha common understanding of what the chal-

lenge is before beginning work on it. -Having no shared

focus for their work, the children will lack the motivation

inherent" in working together to solve a real problem. As a

result, they may quickly lose interest.
Interest may also wane if the children's energy iq fo-

tused on ideas that are unfeasible because of exce.ssive

monetary expense. The initial discussion in susit'an

stance might severlidy dampen the students' enthusIasm. One

way to deal with this solution would be for students to es-

tablish criteria for evaluating suggested ideas.

Children in a combination third/fourth-grade class

were challenged to change their play area in any Way

-they wished. No groups were formed: one to work

on several pieces of equipment for use by younger

'children, such.as a merry-go-round and a sandbox,

and another commdtted to having'a gym or swimming

polol built. ,A great deal of_time was spent collect-

ing measureallent data and drawliirplans. In cpnver-
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Initial Work on the Challenge
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, 1 ,.4.1...--... '

.... .

sationswitil the principal the childrept Were W$Ver-
guestiond)i on their plans' to financeiie gymirid . , ,:::.

.pool project and, in turn, never gifeitioned ihe I, .,..
.r- 7-*#rincipal. They were encoUraged So ,work otAa proik :

..ject that in the end proved tooMipeAsive..- 1* ..-
:-.

:: 7.%.*.....

'

'

Once a class has aecided to wo.tik..bit a I))tayt, Areal/034V
. A

and Use 'challenge, USMES 'sessions:should. **IA.
times a week, but they need not beyi'gidW.ticheduliuf.;:. When
sessions are held- after long inteivals, .44:dentiegCterrilve
difficulty remembering exactly where th'ey.. Were 4n..t1e4r

'investigations and their momentum aamtid,ihes. '1); --,"
After initial NdiScussions of the -probiem"thp'ohitctren:.:-

formulate a class challenge, Such ass;itind
play area less croWded and safer.i°. They
aspectst of the problem and possi le appreaches,to ,solting
it., This procedure is often coMb nea ithor. foticiw4,by
preliminary observations ana/or opion sdrveys.;; .0

.7..!''
. ...:',-?:(-- .,

A multiaged.class of fourth, fifth, and: siktn,.gthde.4:-.- ,*,

- v
Working on the ,Play Area Design end2,Vie-.- ci2ellerige,;.: ,::: ,I, .
flionSed-th-eiztf-ett-ention oh ::-th-6----bratict-6115a107-14-Ortf.:.±..
playground and,..ways tii iipprove if& .OurinO''the.Segotia.i.,
US14ES _session, four students Obeerved . he .area 4t22d,i-:
prepared lists ail& drawings of.:eicistinO gciinis-*1210,, 12
theg presehtea to their.,ciaesmates Wheri they:rei-J..--.' ./.. .,.

,
turned 'to the room. '. ". -

..

. ... r r-
, '

.lielt, the students usually categdrize.their,,Suggest:ea'%,
approaches-, grouPing, similar iclead kogethei." The-..f.Ogilie# x.
then set priorities for the tasks ,tliw...conS14:i::..40:ellis.40;,2tb',...< ' .'".

.hy small groUpa vf:ckudre4. . Ati: Igir OA:: giO40-1-plisp4Ao),,_ '1?-.; .---,

help'..solve the problem. Most .uf,...!thes -taekt ar.e.'intt,:te.tOuti'-'2.--...7_4"

their work, the.1*10mkotil; j§i..n ochit*piilis or:* .,.... ..'?......2.
.. . -

groups to work .01.1daitiOnar_ tosjqi .V.;?........ ;
. -."-P:-

'HoWever., if too many groupd.,:tire foliadA, voit" on tlio,'oh41., .,

'lenge can become lragMentea.. Tiktqaci*::linciii-- ft linpoliA:f':,
sible to be, aware of, the'O.reisresill..anciPtOb'lems of eOch.;

-=:::iroupf;-iik:-iiddit-ioi-,--thi4MRT;numb4-Aif--.-s;u 7.711M .

groUp lessens the chanCe 'fOr varsi.ea''iiiilt4 and 4nterdotiOnit,.-
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As'a,:claSs.".wqrkb.oli.,:e challenge, the children's attention

*should,tfrom 'time to time, be refocused on that challenge so

that ther-do not:lose s4ht of:their overa4 goal. Refocus-

ing is particu1a4y impdrtant with younger children becaude
they:have'khoree'eattengon span. Teachers find it help-

ful to'hol.d;periodie:clasl discussions that include group

reports. SuctsessUns h61p the students review what they
-,Baye aCcompltsh4.d atidi.whathey still need to do in order

to find some spigtiorti.to the problem. These discussions

Also provide an 11:4)poruilitjr for students to participate both

in eyaluatihg the$r own:Work and in exchanging ideas with
theik: clasAates.,z.(Angther consequence of having too many

thii nolYevery, group can be given enough time to

treporClo theclass;. thereby incteasing the possibility that
the chil.dren'S'effórts will overlap unnecessarily.)

. .!
°Iliben clilldren,try to decide on solutions before collect-

, ing-And aliellyziiig enough data or encounter difficulties dur-
7 :- ing- lieir Ovesdiations, an USMES teacher helps out. In-

Atead. 'ilk 141)g answers or suggesting specific procedures,
'4k1e teObeiasks open-ended questions that stimulate the
A-tudena to Think-ttrore comprehensivelY and creatively about

tWr 46,rk. ror example, instead of telling students in-

.;.----, v61'ved iii, a Pl-ay Area Design and Use investigation that
...:.,s,.;,.. their ideas fdr improvements were unusable because of their

.- -.
l 4:!A ; ,. cost; theteacher might ask."Who will pay for the materials

,-..',yoU ripeePor "How much will your improvements cost?" Ex-

"' ml4'i3Of''other non-directive:thought-provoking questions
.I,.

. ,.
"slAre,g1:yen.I4 section B6. .IA , _.J ,

.41; .4 ..., in*:teather may also refer students to the "How To" Cards,

,r..., (1 Whic.RrovIde information about specific skills, such as

.

.. y.:ç s.';,..ilicii.a.trunale wheel to measure large distances or making

7'',..., 11 '4 *.t: iraphU... If Aany students, or even the entire class, need
41. -., .1..---;-. .. N .a. -r.

hlpin,particular areas, such as using frActions, the teach -
et 4hotilt condbct skill sessions as the needs arise. (Back-

,.

)-* '.;- ,.%%.7... ..-:.
gtoUnd Papers provide teachers with additional informatfon

T.

..

,1:-. ,,- ti *4
,,,, .

,i,' on spAcific probaems associated with the Play Area Design

ird Ute chAllenge.)
.

'.....' . ..

.USMES teacKers can'also assist students by making it pos.-

,____.--
,..., ,,,....; ,... ,:.:,s-ib4.e'for them to carry put tasks involving hands-on activ-2

7..?.:"..***-
.44.`".:. ?:,

!t ".. ..'n . 4.' .. ities. When children need to collect data on their play-
4.,

.

: "A'., --4r.pund-o-r.--aLo-ther-p1aygroundsthe tPacheI' -can_help_mith_

-
..scheduiing and supervision. /1 the childreff's tasks require

;.

r-- them to design and construct items, the teacher should make
sure that ttiey have access to a Design Lab. Any 'collection

:.

tools and materials kept in a central location (in part
:
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of the classroom, on a portabl'e cart, or in A Separate room),
can be called"a Design Lab.'

Valuable as it is, a Desigp,Lab is not necessarY to begin
work on the Play Area Design and Use challenge. The Design.

Lab is used only when needed,sand this need may not arise
during early work on'the challenge, To Carry out construc-
tion activities in schools.without Design Labs, studente allay

scrounge or born* tobls atdSupplies ftom parents; lqcal"
businesses, or othermembers of the comtunity.

One cladS of fifth.Lgrade sfudenta worked on the Play.

Area.pesignfand Use challenge Without access to .%
LesigaLab. in the COursecf their investiOtiolla
they prepared.sgale. dtawings of thesp4 area,' ta/-

' lied thenumber of children using each piece of equip-..
ment, intervieked schoalmatee and graphed their,data.
Without evet using:a beSign Lab they seledted arid
ordered igOprient, whose cost :wah within-the' amount

budgeted.

The extent to which any DeSigft Lib is used varies with
different Classes-because fbe ch dinleIveidetiiie

the direction.of the invesrigatiogs'and.because Construction'
adivities are more likelyito occur in some class chaliengeS
thaA in others. , . 4

"
Culminating Activities I Studebt Ovestigations gederally'C'ontinue,until the chilr

drIn have agreed upon and implementidsome solution to the
,probleM. They may write lettere, to-officials, make presen-
tations of,their recommendations, and,-once approval is
obtained; implenlent their program, which might include re-
scheduling the use ok the play area, relocating equipment,
selecting mew equipment or improving existing equipment, snd
desigaing new games.

One class of kindergarten children working on the.
PLny_Area Dpsign and USO r.hA77.Ango oxptrInPd 4iffArPnP

ways to use tires for play; they decided to use a

19

;
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a

th. courSe of the year they visited other play areas,
ma.- Pictute*of the play court, -and offeredrecoim-

I ' - .1. I

men ations't6 ofiicials. Their recoisendations were,
inc rporated into.pleSs to redesign the 'children's'
play court.

I
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Children in one fifth.-grade class whose cles4 Chal-

lenge was to redesign the play area for younger chil-
dren were asked to assume responsibility for the ex-
penditure of $2,000 on play area equipment. After
much tallying, measuring, surveying, and consulting
of catalogs., the children recommended the purchase qf,
several paeces of equipment Jvhach were ordered, re-

ceived, and eventually installed.

After the studentsshave implemented theil solution, they
evaluate the effects of their changes by observing, by mea-
suring, or by conducting attitude surveys. For. example,

children might collect data on waiting timewfor each piece
of equipment or-area after their improvements have.been made
and gompare this information with data dollected earlier.

.

a. USE OF PLAY AREA DESION'AND USE Children,in tfie pamary grades may becoie very involved
IN THE 'PRIMARY ORDER. in the Play Area Design and Usennit while working on a ,

class challenge of finding ways to make the play area less
crowded and safer, to'obtain equipment that is more appro-
priate for their size, or to change'areas uSed for certain
'games so that they can make better use of the play area.
Although their entry level to the challenge and their so-
phistication with the investigation will certainly be dif-
ferent frdm that of intermediategrade children; they will
be ableto propose possible solutions, collect and,interpret
data, and'take effective action td beet theirschallehge.
Long waiting periods to use equipment, accidents, tor lack
of equipment appropriate for primary,grades may be the basis
for a lively discussion in response to the teacher's ques-
tions, "What do you like to do on the play area?" "What are

soMe td the things that you do not like about the play area?"
"How could you change it?"
'Students in classes from kindergarten through the third

grade may react entnusiastically to discussions of.their own
experiences on the play`area--no space to run, awings.that
are too far from the ground, long lines in which to wait for
the slide. In order to maintain the interest and motivation
of young children, one muat acknowledge the egocentrial in-
herent in their stage of develnOment S'nd focus investiga-
tions around these'experiences. Past work has shown'that
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this is essential to the success of the unit in priNry
. grades.

Class discussions of what the children do on the play-
ground as well as what they would like to'do but cannot be-
cause of overcrowding\or lack of equipMent provide a forum
for the children to voice their concern and anxieties about
the problems they face. A positive response from students
to a question about whether they would like to investigate
the problem leads naturally to the class challenge, "Make
changes in equipment and gate areas to make the play area
better for our class and other, primary classes."

In order to get a complete list of the concerni of tfieir
peers, some classes decide to develop and administer ari
opinion survey to other classes,before deciding what to do.
Other classes may decide to confine the survey to their own
class. A trial within the classroom will quickly show that
survey questions should be clear and concise in order t?
obtain the desired information. The trial will also phOw
that the number of questions should be kept to a minimum be-
cause of the time c.nsumed in tallying the results. The

children might,als, dec e to survey a sample of students
W rather than the wh.le tudent body.

Once the survey .ata.has been collected, the children
will have to put it in a form that can be interpreted; data
representation can take the form oi simple graphs or charts,
the preparation of which is an effective mathematics ex-
perience.

In addition to an opinion survey, some classes might de-
cide to make general observations of the present play area
to assess the availability of equipment and tally both the
numbers of primary students using each piece of equipment
and the timei when area use is high and low. Children might
correlate this information with the survey results to obtain
an accurate assgssment of the situation on the play area.

Class discussions are held during'Which time priorities
are set. Teachers in some primary classes work with the
whole class on one aspect of the problem at a time while
Dthers encourage the children to work on different aspects
;If the pcoblem simultaneously.

Som e. chAlarpn_uhn_nre concerned that the height from the

51

, ground to the board swings is too high.for primary children
muy ecide, after grutip-di-stussinns-i-to-metTire-the-di

from the sole of the foot to,the knee of a sampling of pri-
tary children. Once the data is compiled, they might plot
Ithe data to see the distribution of measurements and comparg
thechildren's measurements with the measured distance from
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the board swing to the ground. The children will then find
the height that is comfoaable for most of theohildren.
They may also consider haVing the swi'ngs at more than one
haight.

The.students might also decide to observe other play areas.
io investigate alternative designs or uses of space. The ,

students might discover that an inexpensive way to provide
play area activities.would be the design andpreparation of
a game area. The children Would have to determine the size
of the area and of the designsas well as locate the neces-
sary equipment and materials, e.g., balls, ropes, and paint
and brushes.

To.determine the size of the area to be developed, they
will need to know the amdunt of available space and may de-
cide to prepare a rough map of the,playground. If a more

accurate map is needed, the students might take some mea-
surements by pacing or by using measuring instrumefits such
as trundle wheels., folding rulers, or tape measures. They

might then use graph paper to convert their measUrements tO
"blocks" using a scale. If the children do not know how to
divide, the 'sizes of several fractiOns can be co4ared by
making slope diagrams.* This process would offer the chance
for the acquisition of new skills or the practice of old

A

Students concerned with reducing the number of accidents
on the play area may find that much of the problem is due to
overcrowding and nonobservance of safety rules. They might

cAlculate the nimber of classes that use the area for dif-
ferent periods of time during the day and try to rearrange '
the schedule to inAure a more even use. Children might re-
'search the existing playground-rules and propose neW ones
based on accident data and their observations. They might
suggest that these be posted in every classroom, discussed
with their schoolmates, and posied on the,play area itself.

Before implementing any final solutions, the children may
have to obtain approval from the principal, school board, or
PTA." The groups can present their proposals to one another
and formulate a cohesive program. This program will then be
.presented to the appropriate authority.

As these activities continue, frequent class discussions
are held in which groups report to the class, decisions are
made,'and students help each other with problems that de-
Velop. Questions (as needed) f'rom the teacher serve as a

*Formerly called triangle diagrams.

2
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,continuit4.focits on the pbleav and waY ofjudging
.if' any., :neW skillèare need'ed.' Thechildreni:Inight dec.1.4:. 4

toeyaluate the effectiiteneset. of :their efforts after. 'thel,r
.' changes have been implemented.T. This fay ti.4'.scc91plished-,,,-

. through observations, attitude surveyEkorrmead#ements-,'
.the U$MES goal of imparting to:children the Power of

using concrete investigations. as ihe-basis for, decision .. makingTuan be realized:in the pgmary gradeac: ,Ti_ve develop- .

,ment.:of interpersonal relations- in USS actiVitiet
ths,:derelopmentof the."whole'.

In addition, the iiiterdilsciplinary 4ture7-of the 'work helps.

the childrenesee interrelationshiP -among language arts,
mitheMatics,Tsciende, and- sodlal -science. lAfter-.1Tiking o ..

<thia,'Specificunit, ,the children'may face other problems. ';.
with an...increased ability to -deal with till= successfully.

.
7 ', . , .. . t'-''

'The, foiteWing flow. Chart preientsaome of the sttident ....;,
..

',';.activitiesdiacussienti, observations,-.ualcgapions, cpa-
..AquctiOnar-that!May occur dnring,work-,On the PlaY, Area ....::.'

DiE4ge.,iind Use .chillenge::, 'Because eaCh 'olatW;Will thooSe
-,'...i.ts biinapproach to the ch'illenge, --Seiluences .4?eveitiViien

heie.rePlesent 'only a few-Wri* manY`Tosbilile 'iariation*,
......Furthetmore,, no one, clef:tie:4 exPeited-to undertat5e. all the ,

actiyitieii listed. --..
-The-,flow uhart.4s not,11 lesion'Plan and should 'not be

used titi,onai Instead, it illustrates' :how ,comPrehensive
,:veatigatiOns..eVolve from the students' diseussion of.a key

. :Area .Paiiigu and' Use problem.. ,

,..

N, ;
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Chall nge: Promote changes that will improve the design or use of our school's play area.

Optio al

Rreli nary -

Activi es:

USMES Units: Sating in School Classroom Design Using Free Time

Po ible
Student
Activities:

COO

Class DiscussiOn: How do you feel about the play area? Is it safe?...over-,

crowded? Do ybu have to wait to Use the play equipment? Can you find ways to .

improve the play area and make'it serve the needs of you and your friehds?

General observation of prebent
play area: available equipment,
numbers of students Using each
piece of equipment, ,times when

area use is high and low.

-Data Collection: Design and diStri-
bution of questionnaires to find but
schoolmates''feelings about play area
and suggestions for change.

Jr

.Data Representation: Tally data collected from observations

and questionnaires. Preparation of charts and bar graphs to

represent data.

Class Discussion: Reports pilobservations 4nd opinion survey restilts. What

additional information do we need to decide on possible improvements?

.,

Data Collection:
Observation of
other play areas.

Data Collection: Collection
of-additional data on use and
physical characteristics of
play area.. Measurement of
area to determine available
-space.

Jr

Data Representation: Preparation,qf
scale drawings or maps of the plai:area,
equipment, and/or game design?. Con-
struction of slope diagrams* to com-
pare'space and use-factors. Compila-
tion of master schedule of daiIruie of

play area.

Data Collection: Design
and distribution of tar-
veys to find out user
preferences for equipment.

Data Representation: Tally

of results of survey.

1

Data Representation:
Preparation of charts,

bar graphs, histograms,
and scatter graphs.

Jr

Data Collection: Col-

lection of data on user
heights, weights, ages
and equipment dimensions.

*Formerly called triangle diagrams.
(Continued on next page)
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Data Collection: Acitisti.pion Calectiont ;Da*Stigation
of data on material, lehorz.le. sources.for
and equipment' 4 , .

DatajteiresentationPrepuration fif reports and Charts
to explain-data on costa, funding, and regUlations.

.Data Collection: DeterminatioI of
firejand safety regulations tha
apply to materials in question.

4
Class Discussionv: Presentation of groupreports. Decision,of proposed changes

and-of how.to pres'ent suggestions to leople in authority.

PresentatiZn of recommendationd

Implementation ,of,approved changes: rescheduling-
use of play area, selection,of new equipment, debign
of new games, establishrhent pf_pqq:area rules,
monitoring syStem.

e .

Class Discussion: Have-changes made a difference-in the-play are*? What,and
'how much of a ,difference? How can we' find 'out?

Data Collection: Observations
of improved play.area.

4.1

Optional
E;ollow-up

Activities:

4 , 1
Data Collection Collection
of dafa oli-,numbers of students

using each,pieceof equiptent,
'time spenvmaiting in line.

Data Collection: Preparation o

attitudinal surveys.

Data Repreaentation: Tally of reaUltsof
ssUrvey, and data collectiod: Preparation of
1,

Charts and'ber graphs depicting results.

if

dlass Discdssion: Group .reporte,-* Ate;:other changes-needed?'

4.
. .

-, -I'
.

,
.

Study of other- *OtherUSOSS Units: 'Consuner Research U n Fre Time
,,, .,

spatial,problent . ,

:,:

dlaseroom Design* Sthool les
in school (to Hating in SchOol

--...

Design Lab Design
i

., Weather Predictions Designing for Huna
,.,

t Proportions

, .. '
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5. -c A comPosITE LOG*

This hypothetical accdUnt of an
interemediate-level class describes
many of the activities and discui-
sions mentioned in the flow chart.
The composite log shows only one
of the many progressions of events
that jght develop as a class inves-
tigates the-klify-Area-liesign and

Use challenge. Docunented events
from actual classes are italicized
and set apart from the text. -

60

Shortly after !school begilis in the fall the teacher asks
the children whether' oi not they are enjoying the time they

spend on the play area. Several students complain that the
little 4kids" eat lunch first and then "hog" all of the
playground equipment. They add that the playground aide will
not make the younger students stop using the equipment when
the'older students come out to use the area. *Sone students
say that they do not want to play on the "kid stuff" anyway.
They,went-atlarger areaon which to play-ball.

Clildren in a fifth-grde class in Shapdeigh, Maine,
became disgruntled with their playground activities-,-
the boys enjoyed football, but the girds could find
no satisfying focus for their energies. Consequently,

, when they began to complain their teacher challenged

them to do something about it. (See log by James

Brown.)

The teadher then asks the students if they would like to
work on the problem andperhaps come up with some_suggestions
that would make the play axes befter for all the students in
the school. When the dhildren agree, the teacher-euggests
that they start by lifting the main features about a good
playground. They generally agree that it should be exciting
and safe for all ages with enough space to that everyone can
do what he or she wants. The teacher then suggests that
they think about what they would have to do to prove to the
principal that.there is a problem and consider the changed
that would best meet their specifications for a good play-

ground.
During the next session, the list of features is reviewed,Y1

and the children come up with a large variety of things to

do. One girl says they should observe the children playing'
on the playground and count the number of students using
each type of equipment. Another student suggests that they

also find out how old the children are. Still another idea

is to find out whaekinds of playground equipment the Chil-
dren like best. The teacher responds to the latter sugges-
tion by asking how theycould do this. Two or three children

answer: "Ask them." "Take a poll." "Conduct a survey."'

*Written by USMES staff
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Short.W alter beginning their investigation of the
Play Area Design and Ilse challenge, children in a
combinatpon fifth/sixth-gzade.class decided to go
outside and take,a thorough look at the paayground.
They began their observation by walking around the
grassy area and discussing information they would
need and prelindnary ideas, for example, knowing the
size of the paay area Would be necessary to deternine
the layout, as well as a list of objecte and smaller
areas already onothe paayground. Observing avonan
exercising her tOo dogs on.their play area, they
asked her to leave and noted that she did not. 'Be-,
fore ending the outside observation, the group ex-
amined the blacklop area and decided on a plan of
action. (From log by Sheila Sconiers.)

A few students say that they are wasting their tine be-
cause they will not be able to make any changes anyway., The .

teacher suggeststthat the,students elect a committee to talk

with the principal. One stiident asks what they Should say;

another says they should wait until they can prove that most
children would like the playground improved. The class then

agrees to talk with the principal as soon as they have some-

thing definite to say.

One combination fourth/fifth-grade class met with
their principal early in the course of their inves -

eigations. The boys in the room told the principal .

that they wanted a football field. The principal,

raised important questions concerning the number.of
children who would use the fie7d versus the number
who use ihe playground, the changes that would have
to be made to the area to create the playinq field,
the cost_ of the changes, who would pay for it, and
what approval'they would need to do it. In addition,

he encouraged them to think of other things to do
that would improve the paay area for everyone who

used it. (From log by Josette Wingo.)

After more, discussion, the list of things to do contains

thl following:

1. Count the children using each piece of
equipment--record age of child.
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2, Find out what play activities the children

like best
3r Visit othei playgrounds

4. Leek at catalogs for)cost ofsvarious types

ofequipment
5. Find out how farge a space one needs in

order to play ball

The list is grouped into three categories and groups are
formed accordingly to investigate each aspect--use, opinion

survey, and equipment. Members meet in small groups to de-

cide upon the data they need and the best way to collect ii.

In a fifth-grade.class in Monterey, California, the
students were asked if it were fan to play, on the
playground and if fhere were anything they would

like to change. The main problems discussed were
lack of equipment, improper use of equipment, and a

need for a quiet place. In grouping the playground
problems into areas of mutual concern, the children
came up with the following areas: equipment, money,

and play area procedures. (From log by Pamela-

Fazzini.)

:Use Group
One day the group speuds the last half of their lunch

period observing the generil.use of the playground. Back

in the classroom after lunch they discuss what they saw, and

two common items emerge. All megbers agree that there was a
lot of congestion-At the slide and that many people were not

doing.anything. During the preliminary group.discussion.the
studeUts agree that the data they collect must-Lanswer the
following questions posed by their classmates:

1. How long do the children have to wait for a
turn at each piece of equipment?

2. How many students stand around with nothing
to do?

3. How long ddes each child use the slide?

4. Which equipment is used mainly by primary-age
students?...intermediate age students?

Since age is a factor and presently the recesses are ached- -

riled by age and the lunches are mixed, the group plans to
vg,
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collect two sets of data: one during a recess for primary

students and*the other during a recess for intermediate

students.
During a class discussion the group is asked exactly how

they are going to collect the data. The group meets to con-
sider the problems involved in each task and decides to (1)
count the number of children who use each piece of equipment
during the half7hour recess, (2) count the number of students
waiting to use the slide every five minUtes, (3) count the
number of children in a given area of the playground "doing
nothing" at five minute intervals, and (4) spot check every
fifth child waiting ai,the slide timing him/her from the
time he/she joins the line until he/she is sitting at the

top "ready to go down. They elicit additional "people power"
from their classmates to do ,the job,

In the fourth-grade class in Washington, D.C., the

students tallied46-

50 children on slide #1
68 children on slide #2
8 children on the monkey bars

The teacher asked why thete were so few children on
the monkey bars. The response-was that they were'too

high. The students wondered how many ahi1dren weren't
playing at all on the playground. 'They checked with
the teachers to find out the total number of children
in the class as well as the number that went homento
eat lunch. When quite a few children were still un-
accounted for, the students revealed that some went
to the "real" playground--the area designated for
children in grades four through six. (See log by

Jeanette Lea.)

Opinion Survey Group
The children in this group meet and prepare a draft of

a questionnaire that they then try out on their classmates.
They find,that it takes a long time to tally the results of

so many questions. The drafted questionnaire includes sev-
eral yes/no questions ("Do you get to play on the equipment
you likd best?" "Do you think you have to wait too long in
lind?"), a list of playground equipment with blanks next to
each item to indicate choices (1-10), and a question asking
Opinions on possible new equipment.
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ACTIVITY OPINION SURVEY

Our class is trying to mdke the playground

better. We-would like to know what you

like to do on the playground.' Please,check
the-four (4) things on the list that you

,like to do most.

climb It.

slide -

swing

___play baseball

___play tetherbalil

___play basketball

_--hopscotch

___play catch

___play dodgeball

other:

Figure B5-1

The survey group debates whether or not their qUestion-

naire as written will elicit the infortation they need.
They decide to rewrite it and have it take thi form of a'
preference survey on different types of aCtivities, e.g4,
playing baseball, climbing,q3liding, A copy oftheir durvey

can be seen in Figure B57l.
The next question to be raised by the group is how many`

classes.to survey. After considerable discudsibn the chil-

dren decide to poll the twoOther classes at their own grade
level to see how different the results are. They'find,

basedson data from students at their grade level, that there

is little difference in.the results. Based on this informa-

tion, the group decides to conduct its opinion survey in,one

class per grade.

In an effort to be responsive to the needs of the
primary students whose playground they-were trying
to improve, a group of fifth-grade students inWash-
ington, D.C., arranged to interview small groups,of
children from the three lower grades.Each group
was asked for their ideas for new playground equip-

ment. The interviewers kept a record of their sug-

gestions that includeeswings, merry-go-round, sand
box, and bumping cars. These were later listed on

ballots for primary students along with equipment
suggested by the fifth-grade students. (See log by_

Jeanette Lea.)

Equipment Group
During the first meeting of the equipment group the chil-

dren decide to examine equipment catalogs to gather data on

various types of equipment and costs. One student suggests

that the children also visit bther playgrounds both as a

group and on their awn. After obtaining catalogs.the young-

sters spend seyeral sessions looking at different types of

apparatus and taking notes. They are shocked at the cost,of

playground equipment and begin to think of things they might

construct themselves. In addition to types of equipment end
their,costs the children 'speculate on the number of people
who could use each piece of equipment and collect 'data on

the space requirements of each. They feel that this infor,-.;%

mation will be important in deciding which equipment to get.
The children visit other play areas close to their homes .

after school and discuss what thdy saw with other members

6 6
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.Figurg B5 -g
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-of the group. TWo parents vaiteteer toArive the?students'i
ton particularly-well kOwn plaY-space i the cigtduring

.schdel hours. The.children-return 4ith manf.idearand in=
creased enthusiasm.,

,
.4

1)14ring tbe noti,plass;discussion scbeduledflat,the groupa
"..0'share their infcimatioifyith,ihe.cldasi!..the children in \

"dae" gioUp begth.to relate theirlingags."They ate
interrupted bt-sever4.:.stu4eats whotcomplainthat they are
'taxing 41ffieulfx understanding and rememberieg the fignres.

.; 'Others agree, andjt is established that-.none of the groups
ha*graphially 'represented their data.'.The children de-

adjonrn the'meeting until ea9 group has organized

'and graphed their data.
' ly the end of the week someone froth each group reports

to the teacher that hisjher gionpmates are ready for another
class disclIssion. On the-following Monday children in the
"use":gtouP;hegin'the session. They present their graphs
:comParing the.use of various,pieced.of equipment during one

eceSs.period': (Separate graphs were made for primary re7
dess interMediate tetess-.). The data collected during

dne.primaty.recess is shown beldw. Figure B5-2 sbows ihe
graph that thechildren haie made from this data. -

.
.

Table of Values -

No. of Primary'
Type of Children Using
Equipment Equipment

Swing

Ladder Climb
Tetherball
Monkey cliMh

15

47

17'
:5
25

, The group,reportsihat theYfeel that despite the large
:ratchet of.chiidren mho used the 'slide during the periodl

'there were many others whc wanted.6. bnA didn't try because
"ofthe line of 'children waiting. Td1support their statement,
the,students.reportthat the Median iumber of children wait=
Ang for.the slide was nine.with a median waiting time,of
'three'cinutese:.The group_also shows a bar graph that indl-
cites the,number'of youngsters "doing nothing" in different,
areas:o.the playground for onereceSs. (The sectionitig of-

. .
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the play area and bar graph are shpwn in Figure B5-3. The

data that they have collected and from which they have worked

is shown below.)

Table of Values

Sections of No. of Children
Play Area "Doing Nothing"

A 24

20

< C 27

8

10
12

The class'notes that children "doing nothine-tend to
congregateln the open space (sections A, B"and C). where
there is neither equipment nor organized games.< In addition,
someone from the opinion survey group states-that their data

correlates with the findings of the use grauu-iit/that the
most popular activities turned out to be-CliObing for the
intermediate children and sliding fOrthe primaty-age
dente. The attention of the class/shifts to ihe "opinion,,//
survey" group, and its,members present the bar graph depic,-
ting the resulti of the survey of-the primary giades:(see'

Figure B5-4). The data used for this:graph is shown,.below.

(A similar graph was made far the interthediate grades.)

,Table of Values

Activi0 :No of Children

Cli mb ing-

Sliding 45.

Swinging 40
Playing ball lQ

Hopscotch .25"
:Catch 15

Dodgeball .:20
Basketball
Other .25

Y8i
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opinionitveyi Ior Aintaty. Bracki

35- ----
ao-

.2c-

s-
;c4mbiAi _swinskv, steA

TypadoloP

Mambers of the "equipment" group present a report of
f4their visits to other playgrounds and a graph ehat depicts
1-4the catalog price of various pieces of equipment. (See

riFigure B5,-5 for graph. The data table is shown below.)

3

'Figure B5-5

Figure B5-4

, Table of Values.

Type of
Equipment

Cost in
Dollars

Slide 190

Swing 170

Laddet climb 195

Gym combInation 340

Monkey clinb 157,

33,,

The Children recommend purchasing deullding a combination

gym structure, adding that their recommendation.is.supported
by the survey and utile data. A, classmate remarks that it

would be the most expensive item to add to the play area.

But another ehild interjects that children could-use 4.'t for
lots of different activitiesclimbing, swinging, and slid-.
ing--and that it would take up less space and cost less than:
ti,kree separate-units.

They all agree that there Is a need for mpre equipment
for certain adkvities but also that there isa need for
more information before they can go.to the prineipal.

I. Where would im put the equipment? .

2. How big will it be?
3. 'Where will we get the money to buy it? .

4. Whaecan.we do until then?

The children decide to regrOui to itivestigateapace, ached-

uling and rulde, and equipment.

Space
The youngsters.in the "space" group gather the next day

for their first meeting. The ehildren decide that their /

first task should be to prepare a scale drawing of the play

area. To its dismay, the measuring group finds diet the
playground area is irregular with small sections chopped out.

'of some.of the boundaries, The problem is resolved by'di-'
viding a rough sketch of the area into measurable sections.
Using.trundle wheels plus some approAimation <by comparison)

0.
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of hard-to-measure sections, they produce a reasonably ac-
curate scale drawing of the space. (See Figure )35-6.)

After a fourth-grade class in Boulder, Colorado,
spent several sessions discussing the problem, one
student proposed that they build a model. The

teacher asked what they needed to know in order to
construct a model. The response Was imnediate-the
size of thg area. The result 'of measuring the area
with different instruments wer ?; aried. After ide-A

ciding to use's trundle wheel, the students disicussed
the problem of dips and bumps in the ground and the
fact th'at one boundary included-A cyrve. The stu-
dents decided to measure around the curve and ignore
the dips and bumps in the ground. Subsequently, a
scale model was built on a scale of one inch repre-
senting four yards. After discussing the problem of

4. accuracy of the model, the students decided that
fractions of inches could be dropped, (Fronflog by

Robert Grotluschen.)

One problem facing a fifth-grade class was the size
of the play area. The boundaries were unclear and
they didn't know how large it was. ne girl sug-
gested that the claqs call the superi tendent and
ask for a copy of the deed.,' Two days'later a copy
of the deed was receives; the directions described in
the'deed and the monuments referred to in it were
enough for the children to ascertaln the unknown
'markers. Two boyS Used the''"How To" Cards about mea-
during large distances and constructed two trundle-

. wheels ihat the children used to take the measure-
ments. The class then prepared a scale drawing of
the area. (See log by James Brown.)

Children in aindergarten class had to determine
the size of a trucic tire that would fit in their

play court to serve as a sandbox. A parent had of-
fered to,locate one for the class when pe was told
the appropriate size.e? The children went outside to
see where it would gei andshow big it should be. Once
a spot was selected, the children got a jump rope
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and measured the play court. They discovered that
the play court was five jump rope lengths wide and
decided that the sand area should be one jump rope
length wide. (See log by Doris Brown.)

When the scale drawing is complete, the group meets to
discuss what else they should do. They decide to compare
the space needed for different types of equipment with the
number of children who can use each one. The children agree
that this information will be useful in making final redom-
Mendations bui ire -unsure of haw to do it. Two students re-
mark that they saw A set of "How to" Cardi that might be
helpful. They excuse themselves and return several minutes
later with the set of "How To" Cards, "How to Make a Slope
Diagram."* The rest of the session is spent reading the
cards and gathering the necessary data.

.During the dext session, the children find that the
ratios are easily compared by 'making,a slope diagram: (See

ata table below and slope diagram in Figure B5-70, Upon
examining their diagram, they note that the line with the
steepest slope is that representing the slide. Thay inter-z

pret this to mean that the slide offers the most use per
square meter, lollowekby.the_semcircular-ladder-zlimb._
unit with the.second steepest slope.

Table of Vanes'

Child Use in Space in
Type of Equipment 6ne Recess' Square Maters

Slide 48 4.5 '

Sami-circular
ladder dna.

19 9

Monkey climb '35: '

Swings 15 18

Scheduling and Rules Group
This group of children meet to investigate wa to im-

prove thp play area until theschanges can be mad . .Their
purpose.is to reduce accidents and crowding which in turn
'would lead to better use of the equiPment. The students

*Formerly called triangle diagram.

.76
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agree that improved scheduling would reduce crowding at

certatn pieces of equipment and make,the play area a better,

more enjoyable place.
I'They discover that as many as four classes use the play

sioace duting one recess period. Sometimes all are from the

same age grouping--inidarmediate o primarymhiie at other

times there is a mixture a primarY and intermediate grades.

Observations made during recess periods show that there is

a general "free-for-all" with adcidents occuring in the open

space when mixed ages of children attempt to use the same

4114 area for different purposes. They also ,obgerve that when

only one age group uses the playground, some pieces of equip-
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:ment are used very little.
The group checks their observationd by comparing the bar

graphs that sHow the use of equipment by primary and inter-

mediate grades. The teacher tells them that it would be

easier to make the comparison if they draw a line chart that

shows both sets of data. After referring to the set of "How

.
To6 Cards Op making a line chart, two students make one for

the group to examine. (See Table of Vslues below and line

chart inFigure B5-8.) The group decides that it is clear

thslt primary children like slides the best while intermedi-

ate*children like the monkey climb the best.

Table of Values

Use by
Primary

Equipment. Children

Use by

Intermediate
Childten

#0.81ide 47 2

Monkey_climb 25 29

Ladder climb 17 27

Swing 15 12

Tetherball 5 23

'"

After examining a,schedule of recess periods that they

obtain from the school secretary, the students propose that

recess periods be scheduled for two classes at a time--one

,s primary class and one intermediate claSs. Thisv they feel,-

would reduce crowding at certain'pieces of 'equipment. The

youngsters also decide to recommend that the eqUipment area

remain open for use by mixed ages but thatthe open play

space--the area without equipment--be divided into two

spaces, one for younger children and one for older ,children.

78-
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In this way children could still mingle across age groupings
but have separated play space for their different types of
activities.

In addition to making changes in scheduling, the children
formulate the ruleiNlipted below to govern the use of the
play area.

1. The equipment area may be*Used by children
of alq. ages.w'

2. Children must use the open play space for
their age level:-

3. Running games must take place in the open,,
play space, not in the equipment area.

4. \No "butting" Ahead in line; remember that
everyone wants a turn.

tP,5. No pushing.
6. Put trash in the barrels- -let's keep our

play area clean.

These rules are showrito the principal,who asks that they be
presented at the next faculty meeting. Two children volun-
teer to attend the meeting to share information with the
teachers about' the work they are doing, and to,ask for their
help in making the project-a success.

$hortly after a few pieces of equipment had been ,

"erected by fifth graders in Shapleigh, Maine, a par-.,
ent telephoned to express her concern about the
safety of the equipaent. I relayed the message to
the class, and the students resolved the issue. One
boy suggested, and all the other children agreed,
that rubb44 tires be cut and attached to the wooden

'uprights to'cushion any, impact that Might occur.'

Each group wrote up rules .to gOvern.the use of their
aRparatus as well as alternative methods of enforce-
M(ent if the. rules were not followed. The children
also decided that rather than ask the teachers to
supervise activities on their playground equipment,
they would assume this responsibility. fSee log by,,
James Brown.)

Equipment Group

The children in this group meet io discuss the distance
between rungs on the climbing apparatus. During an earlier

79



discussion, the class had ecommended acquiring a combina-

tion gym structure, and these youngsters want to make sure

that it can be use0/by both primary and intermediate stu-

dents. After a great deal of discussion the students decide

that knowing the knee,to-floor measurement of the user is

essential if the rungs are to be an appropriate distance

apart. One student observes that measuring each child in

the school would produce a large amount of data. Another

yo

Jr(
gster suggests that they measure six children selected

a random from .fach grade level. The knee-to-flooi measufe-

ments in centimeters of the thirty-srx children in the sam-

ple are 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 49, 50, 51, 53, 46, 45, 44,

43, 40, 41, 35, 37, 34, 32, 33, 29, 25, 28, 34, 41, 32, 45,

43, 51, 34, 29, 29, 43, 45, 49.

Fifth.sTaders divided into groups to measure every-

body who might use the play area equipment. They

decided that this was necessary datA to have in order

to determine how big_the play apparatus should,be.

Further discussion helped them select the speCific

diiensions to meaSure--height, weight, hip wida,
length of arms, and length of lega. Each group ar-,

ranged a time to take the necessary measurements.
During a reporting session, the:children discovered

that the various groups took their measurements dif-7:

ferently- -some with Shoes on, others with shoes off.

1 They established standards to.follow, to increase

their accuracy and took a second set of measurements.

(See log by James Brown.)

During the next sessron the children in the group meet

to decide on two distances for the ladder climb rungs. They

have a diffl,cult time working with their data. The teacher

asks whethee they know of sone way to organize and represent

their data that will help them detirmine the appropriate

rung distances. The group decides. to construct a histogram

-showing the number of children who have each knee-to-floor

measvement. (See Table of Values in margin and histogram

'"in Figure B5-9.)
When the histogram is analyzed, they discover that the

data clusters into two ranges, and they find that the medians

of the two:groups are 29 cm and 45 cm. The youngsters sit

that these two distances between rungs.would offer every

child in the school an appropriate ladder climb.

,E3 0,
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After agreeing that they have all the necessary inforMa--. ,

-tion, the class appoints a committee to-see the-principal- :
about their recommendations. Students on the committee
gather to plan their meeting with the (principal schedAiled

.edr'later in the week. The children agr4_0.traci-for.her
their work on the problem and to present the data they have
collected to date as well as their preliminary recommends-
tions for reachedultng and ft:ix' the'acquisition of a-combine-

.tion gym apparatus.
The pr c pa istens attentively to the coimittee nem=

;bets. S is impressed by the thoroughness of,their inveS-

tigatio , She tells thet that the PTA has a school im-

.prgyem t fund and that there might'be a chance' to upe some.

.
Oftheeloney to inproVe the play ares. Before the presen-,4

tation endsthe princiPal advises the children to prepare
twc proposals--Che for the PTArequesting fUnds to buy
additiOnal equipment 'and'one for her,containing recommen4a-

tion4 for'rescheduting recess. '

. .

4 T1;.e next wecdt. the ,class me o hear'the report on the

meeting with the principal. gree to york togetfer to

. writes4he proposal for the PTA based an information they
* ,

.haVi.collected, ,. r , .
.

. . .

/After much discussion the Class agtees on kinal recommen-
lations. Using the results of the oPinio; -survey on actkv-,

82
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itiga preferred, the projected and calculated use of the
various pieces' of equipment, the amount of available space,
the investigation 'te, determine the equipment that would
provide the most usage Tor the least amount of space, and
site visits to other playgrounds, the children propose that
funds. be used to purchase a complex unit that i.7ould mmbine
climbing, sliding, and perhaps swinging aid that would be
appropriate for primary as well as intermediate-grade chil-

dren. They make a point'that the climbing part shotild :have
two sections, one with rungs' 29 cm apart and the other with

rungs 45 cm apart. In addition, they propo6e that any extra
money be used to buy jumpropes, kick balls and bigemeoft
rubber bans , a balance beam, basketball hoop, and pAint
with whiCh to paint court games. The space group determines,
the location of the new equipment on the scale drawing that
will be in the gropoial along with other supporting data,
including graph:4 and the opinion survey. (See Figure B5-l0.)

:

The students 4/1 Lansing, Michigan, remarked that
the lines, marki0 thp 'games painted on the blacktop
portion of the 'playground had faded. Their first
project .was to des4gn::.yariations of the games and

1:reiroallat the Tines dB bright colors. The students
worked for 'several weeks figuring out several dif-

,
fprent. ways :to play, hopscotch, four-square , dodge-

lall, b'ak#tball on a practice (

: court.. 17;ey .scrounged paint a nesuccessfully com-

pleted the seintivg.; , (gee-Min,f-log by Janet Sitter.)

. .

"
112, (WI tiorr to the ,MOre tk.aditional types ,of

:fflent Anch as gwing'skvand SePsawkifth graders in

.
.ShapIeSO, Maine, designed, ppiti :interesting additions..
to.-their play 42..rea:. One fgas ai idjhstable-height

. .
- ..uliat:t16.1aorsen% that .COn.;isted .0f. a fifty-gallon drum

SUspended%0.4 rpe frmfOtir. woodep sosts with addi-:

tlonal. rope. extend,ing '407' iii4eren8 ,of the drum

' much?..haY CA-the .gro0d.directly :underneatti it.
the3jece .4' the egpismirts'..,for one child to
.staen the di1w4s 1.ong ,e$e,:possiiale:Kliiie ()Mei'

.0120 oil , th4 ps extendinig from paôh endof )0.02.114 Ihtek,isting, dejA0) 024611 kOr ddri-
, uctL o4a:n ,opirpac.re.bOur4p 0'0.4E41 of 'a tire

"0.10141, rope:04'44X. Opeh dru thrdugh
mlaCk ,t0 ;'(.5ee

rt " rt r t r

""/. .
11. :

.
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The youngsters in the "scheduIing and rules" group write
ui their recommendations (listed earlier) in ptoposal form
along with the justifications for them and plan to submit

the material to the principal. The class spends several

sessions preparing their materials. Before the final copy

is made, drafti areaubmitted to the class for approval.
When the proposalb are given to the president of the PTA and
the principal, the children are told that action will be

taken within two weeks.
One week liter the principal kld president of the PTA s'

arrange a meeting with the class. The Children are visibly

excited as the scheduled time approaches. . During the ses-
sion, the principal tells the children that, based on talks
with teachers and an examination of schedules, she has de-
cided to implement their changes. on a trial basis for one

month effective in two weeks. She asks that.the_class use

the intbrim to inform other classes of the new plan and
rules and to formulate'evaluation procedures to be applied

during the trial period.
The president of the PTA continues by reporting that

favorable actioahas heen taken on the proposal submitte4

to them. Saying that it waS endorsed by the principal and
.?

other, faculty; the PTA has appointed two-members-6 work
with'the class in implementing their plan. He gives the
"go-dheag.for the purchase of small equipment and suggests
that the children investigate the possibility of contracting
with a private coMpany to bu'S& the gym apparatus rather
than purchasing a prefabricatedçit. The PTA president sug-

gests that the children compare c tb and time involved in

both alternatives before making a Jfinal decision. He tells

the children that the two represe atives from the PTA will

get in touch with them early the ext week. Before leaving,

both adults compliment the,chil en:On their Vork.

Atudents in a combination f6urth/fifth-grade class
in(rited the school's Community Relations person to
the class to hear plans fOr their playground project.

Af er the discu ion he askpd.them to write up.their
req ests in 'prop° al fdrm and to submit them to the ,

Adara..1Corfl1nunity Sc ool Board. The Children worked

on thk proposal for several weeks and submitted and
receiv d.notification of favOrable action by the

Board. A committee was established to work with the
children on their plans to improve the play area.
(From log by Josette Widgo.)
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Children In a combination fourth/fifth-grade phys-
ical education class in Brooklyn, New York, demanded
that a second punchball field be made for the ex-
cluaive use of the girls. In order to specify the
size of the field the students worked in groups to
design playing skills tests to determlne the area
necessary for playing punchball.- iihee tests were'
revised whenever first trialg indicated that changes
were necessary. The data were collected by pairs of
students who kept records, made graphs, and evalu-
ated their results. Consumer research was done on
various types of paint beforethe children decided
which best met their needs. The area was measured
and mapped before the final Work of setting up the
two fields was completed. Many skilli were learned
and practiced in the.course of their investigations(
for example, using fractions of seconds when beasur-
ing running speed with a stopwatch, measuring dis-
tances,.and using ratios. (From log by Annette

Schwartz.)

After the meeting the children excited/y discuss the re-
sults of their work. The '"equipment" group is.given the
retsponsibility of preparing_orders for small equipment that
will be discussed with the class and PTA representatives be-
fore iking placed. A small groUP of children organize to
formulate an evaluation pian for use during the trial peridd.
The rest of the class decides to work on a Mass'Oommunica-
.tions challenge with the goal of informing the student body'

of their work on the play Area Design and Use challenge and
publicizing the impending changes.

a

6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER What do you like to do%on playgrounds?
INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS.

86

What are some of the.things that you'or other children
don't like about playgrounds?

Where do you like to 'play inside,the school? Outside the
school? What do you .do there? -

.441 How do"you feel about the play dr6a? Is it safe? Do you
have to wait to use the play...equipment?

1
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Who uses the area besides us? What do they think? How

could we Und out?
A

Is there equi ment for younger children as,well es for

older childr ? How many children use each piece of equip-

ment?

How could you make your play area better?

What kinds of changes woUld you like io make? Hbw could

yoii make the pia; area less crowded? What new equipment

would you like to have? What is it like?

What woUld you need to build your apparatus? Where can

you get those things? Who would pay for it? Aow.hig

should your apparatus be? How strong?

libw easy would it be for someone to hurt themselvei on

your play area equipment? Can you do something td reduce

the number of accidents?

How do you know whether your equipment will,fit in that

. area? Where should each piece of equipment go on the

area?

Is there Anyone who might be interested in your plena?
Do you need someone's approval? How can you clearly show
someone else what your.plans are?

What kind of measurements do you nee&to-make?

What might you use to take the measurements? Is one tool

bettee than another? How do you know?

How accurate do you think your measuremtnts should be?
-Is it important to know this? How can you check them?

How often should the equipment/games be changed?

What data would'ydu need to collect?

How would -you organize yourseEres to collect,the data you

need?

What ia,a good way to make a picture of your data?
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6

What does your data tell )iou?:

What recommendations could you make based oil your.data?

o How could your recommendatiOhe be ,tried out?

Haw could you find out whether your improvements have
made a differehce?

7,

89.
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C. Documentation

LOG OePLAY AREA DESIGN AND USE

by Doris Brown*
Woodmere School, Kindergarten,
Portland, Oregon
(Sfipfember 1974-June 1975)
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ABSTRACT
This kindergarten class was very'excited by the Play Area.

Design and Use challenge because their plhycourt was com-
pletely bare with no equipment at all. ThaP spent about an
hour to and hour and a half on the unit each weeks this time:.
was broken up into short,sessions because the-children's
tention span was short. Thai early work was hampered by
the pTincipal's ruling,that'any equipment should be remov-
able to avoid vandalism. How6ver they;obfained a large
truck tixe which they filled with sand'to make a sandbox.
This was siolen veryquIgkly but was recovered through the
childreni's efforts: Rain throughout.the winter limited the
use Of the-sandbox; however, enlisting the help of the prin-
cipal and the Community School Supervisor, they obtained per-
mission from the appropriate authorities to design and build.
new,equipment for the playground.

We had:!a real problem.in our school ap neither.the kinder-
garten piaycourt nor the larger school playground had any
tquipment at all. Our plOcoUrt had-hopscotch lines and a
.large circle painted on it, but otherwide was bare. In the
first week of school I had the class gather around me while
told them of this problem. I asked them what they would

like to have in the,P laycourt, and everyone talked at,once,
suggesting a mountain to climb, a thing to roll with your
feet, a corkscrew slide, swings, a merry-go-round, a teeter-
totter, sand, and'a swimming pool. When I asked how we
could get .these things, there was a dead silence; so I.sug-
gested we all think about it and talk about our problem at
home.

At our next session noone really had any new ideas al-
.though most felt that.a sWimming pool would be too big.
suggested that a few members of the kindergarten class go to
ask title first grade'what equipment they would like on.the

, *Edited by USilES staff 91
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(

playcourt, and the children thought this was a good idea.
However, when the three children got to the first grade room
they froze and could not talk, and I had to help them by

asking. As it happened, the first graders didn't have any
ideas either, and we decigled to discuss our problem with the

principal instead. Two children arranged for,him to talk

with us the next week.
When the principal came, he explained that any equipment

would havg to be removable because he was afraid of vandal-'

ism and didn't want to attract children to the playcourt in

the summer.. He also told us that there was no money avail-

able to buy equipment and that we would have to make it our-

selves, a circumstance that eliminated many of our ideas. ,

Yor a week we did no more about our playcourt Until a

child asked if he could play with an old'automobile tire

that was fn the closet at-school. This set me to thinking

about things we could make with tires, and I suggested we

try to make a sandbox out of an old truck tire. The chil-

dten liked.q1s, ideaand two boys thought their fathers

could get mi old tires. One fathet offered to get one if we

could tell him the size,.and so we all went outside to see

where the sandbox would go and how big it would be. We de-

cided on a spot that would be free of puddles and nottoo

near the clasbroot so tAat.sand wouta not be tracked in.

Next, we had the problem of measuring the size; two children

got a jump rope and decided the playcourt was'"five jump

ropes" wide aRd the sand area "onNump rope" wide. As no

one thought of converting this to standard measures, we

asked the father for a tire one jump tape wide.
It took a couple of weeks for the tire to arrive, arid in

the meantime we discussed where to'get sand. The children

immediately Suggested the beach,..and we discussed the prob-

lem of salt from the sand getting on the grass and plants

just over the fence. This worried them, and I offered to

get sand fiom the Columbia River instead.

When thelire finally arrived the children at once

started playing Ihth it, and then we afi helped wash it out-

side. During theday, the children told the ),ibiarian all'

about the tire. In response she asked them questions about

the size of the tire. The chIldren showed her witb their

hands. A

The tire stayed in the classroom for,a few days because

of rain, and the children edjoxed 'playing with it inside. -

As soon as the sun shone, one girl asked qhere thelsand was.
I explained that we couldn't get the sand yet because wet

sand would be too heavy: As it was election day in our



area, and as the ,children had visited the polls, we decided
to have a vote on how to use the tire. They could vote
either to leave the tire inside or to put it outside with
sand in it. It took quite a while before everyone under-
stood they could vote only once, and the hands were propely
counted by three of our better counters. The final result
was twenty-three in favor of taking the tire outside for h
sandbox and four in favor of leaving it inside. We decided
that there was a majority in favor of using the tire outside
as a sandbox. '

The children were still very interested in fhe challenge
despite being frustrated by the rain. One quiet boy had
talked to his parents about it, and his mother came to say

A

='-'41mik they were getting a book about building playgrtund equipment
that they would share with me.

At last the meather was fine enough for me to collect
river sand with a helper. When the truck arrived at the
school with the boxes of sand, the children were very ex-
cited, and all helped unload the boxes and tip the sand into
the tire. When the tire'was full, we discussed taking
turns since the tire 'wasn't big enough for everyone to play'
at once. The class chose six children to try it first and
they promised not to throw the sand. Our 0.re was a great
success!

-

We arrived at school the next Monday morning to find sand
scattered all over the playcourt ahd the tire gone. The
children were very upset, and two of them said the had seen
people taking the tire away. Two children went twdask the
custodialt, but he knew nothing about it. Two more went to
ask the itincipal, but they also drew a blank. We next
wrote a note and sent it around to all the classroomg, ask-
ing each teacher to read it to his or her class. In the
sixth-classroom one' boy said he had found our tire in the
street and put it in his yard. He returned it to us that
afternoon. The children were delighted to hatTe the tire
back, and our experience was the starting pAnt for a dis-
cussion about taking other people's 15roperty and preventing
theft.

As soon as the rain stopped, the children were oud in the
yard playing with'the sand scattregver the playcourt:
The tire "Was also being well-used indoors--for a space craft,
a race-track for cars, 'a place to curl up in, and many other,
uses. The children urged me to talk again to the principal
about equipment for the playground. While he agreed that
we needea' equipment to help strengthen the ch4.1dren's arms
and upper bodies, he had no helpful suggestions to make.

V.
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When the rain seemed to have set in for.the winter, e.

discussed.what we could do inside our room. We inves, gated

the Design Lab to.see what we would be able to do thAe, and
the children,suggested making things such as airppnes, cars,
garages, a doll house, and doll furnitureAnothbr sugges- .;

tion was to rearrange our classroom to make the indoor.play

area more interesting. However, after a lot of furniture,

moving we ended up,with an arrangement very similar to the

original one.
After the Christmas vacation we started making cars out

of pine boards. Each child drew a car-on a board 'and colored

tt, then took it to the Design Lab to cut out. One child's

drawing'can be seen in Figure C1-1. There we had assistance
from an USMES advisor who helped each chila in turn to cut .

out his or her car. .The children could hardly stand the ex-
'citement as they waited for their turn to go to the Design

Lab. When the cars we e cut out, they did, luckily, stand
up properly. The chil ren soon noticed they were colored
only on one side and sk out to rectify this. They were

very proud of their work. .

While this work was in progress, the Community School
Supervisor came to our room to tell us she had seen the work
of a San Francisco architect and was willing to pay him from
Community School funds to design a playground for us. The

playground would be used both by us and by the Community
School program in the summer. She hoped that we would get
,community help and materials donated to build whatever was

planned. The class had listened to all this aPellbound! We

could hardly believe this was happening: While we were wait-

ing for more news about the plAycourt, we discussed'the pos-
sibility of having trees to shade tHe area in the summer,

perhaps bushy trees in pots that could be moved. This would

prevent tree climbing with its possible accidents.
Meanwhile, our principal was dtscussing the possibility

of improving ihe playground with the School Superintendent,
and the Community School Supervisor visited the tity Plan-

ning Commission. They agreed to provide an architect and
landsCaping.person to help us and needed to know tHe exact

measurements.of the playcourt. Five jump ropes wiaeowasn't

good enough!, One boy suggested using a ruler, and another
said his father used a longer stick. As the Community School.

Supervjsof didn't have much time', she suggested borrowing a

ten-foot tape measure from the custodian. Unfortunately, it

was pouring rain, and the children had to watch from the
window while she and t measured the area.

1

The next news was that the School Superintendent had

'
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agreed that we could proceed with our' plans because the
Community School was involved in addition to.our class.
Consequently, we planned to take the childrenIto visit other
playgrounds in the Portland area to help get ideas for our
playcourt.

There was a long delay while *waiting for action from the
School Superintendent and the Portland Development'Commis-
sion, and the children got very discouraged.* They talked
about putting thé tire back outside so\that they woill&at

5
least have sand to play in because by riow it was March and
the weather was improving. However, they were still hoping
for instant results from their ally, the Community School'
Supervisor, and were not very enthusiaselc about the tire.

It was the middle of April when we finally got Permission
from the authorities to go ahead with our plans'for the
playcourt. The children were very excited (and so was I),
but they didn't realize yet that it would takesAt least un-
til the fall before the results of our work appeared on the
playcourt.

Once the principal received permission from,the appro-

priate authorities, he invited someone from the Office of
School District Properties to meet with the class. The)
Community School Supervisor, as well as MO people from the
Portland Development dommission:joined us for the 'meeting.

The principal began by explaining Ehe children's Play,
. Area Design and Use challenge and bringing our visitors up-

to-date on what we had done. One of the reptesentatives
from the Development Commission, having looked at pictures
of the existing playcourt, suggested that we landscape the
entire entrance of the building along with the playcourt.
He suggested that we think of ideas to accomplish this.

The children and T.Apent several days in brainstorming
sessions. Asking them,-"What if...," was enough to\get dis-
cussion going. One child continued to push his reqbest for
a swimming pool but was unable to get much support from his
classmates. We pretended that. we could make whatever Changes
we wanted.to mike: The children decided to--

1. remove an existing fence
2. move shrubs
3. incbtporate part of the parking il.ot into the

playcourt

*The children miOt discuss different types of playgrodnd
equipment and try to find out which types were the most
popular with kindergarten children.--ED.
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4. build walls on two sides of an existing covered
area

5. plant trees andllowers

Together we prepared a plan of-our propodFd playcouA, as
shown in Figure C1-2, to present to the committee, who'would
make the decision.

Later in the week we again met with the committee and pre-
sented our plan. We were complimented on our thoughtful '

planning. 'The representative from the Office of School Dis-
trict Properties 4ould see no reason why the fences could
not.be removed and also authorized the,removal of six park-
ing spaces! He agreed to consider.everything we had planned
with the stipulation that the,necetsary lgterials be avail-
able. Members of the Portland Development Commission agreed
to coordinate the landscaping with the 14.ay equipment when

we were ready. We closed the meeting by fAmulating the fol-
lowing plan:

1. I would list fhe good diings I'd seen in
playgrounds I have visited.

2. We would be furnished with names of other
playgrounds to yisit.

3. Based on visits by pe to those places, I
would choose a route for a bus (paid for by
the-Community School budget)'so that the
kindergarten chi1dren could try out various
Pieces of equipment.

The morning kindergarten class decided to invite the
afternoonkindergarten class to join them on 'their bus tour.
I had decided to spend the entire trip at one "super" park
rather than waste any time traveling from site to site. Sev-

eral...xepresentatives fromlthe Community Scbool Office joined
us for the trip--they wanted VO observe the children using
different pieces of equipment. Representatives from the
Design Center talked with children at the end of yleir play-
time to determinwtheir preferences.

Another field trip using private cars and parents as

supervi'sors was held a short time later. At.that timt, we
visitea several other locations to try out different pieces
of equipment. This was followed by a meeting with parents
to talk about our ideas and look at slides of other play-
grounds. Based on the information collected and the ideas
of the children, a dome-shaped construction was to be built
during the summer; additional plans were to be drawn up in
th'e fall for the playcourt and landscaping.

9 9
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\I explained to my children that the project could not be
done by the time the school year was over. I promiaed them
'that I would explain theii-project,to ,their teacher in the
fall and ask that they be allowed to complete their project
next year. They were,excited at the prospect of continuing
ihvestigations in the fall. .

Late in die fall of 1975 I met with the architect, who pre-
sented his plans in a series of models built to scale and in
drawings. The architedt did a wonderful job incorporating,
within our limited area, all of the things that the children .41
had been enthusiastic about on their visit to another play-
ground.

The plans called for a sdles of VV forms bolted together
with only the bottom of they/ secured to the ground. Bark-
dust was to be placed under possible climbing places as well
as under the tire swing to be placed at one end. (See sketch
below.)

.."7,4", 7,7177
Within the forms were to be platforms, bridges, tubas, ropes
for climbing, etc. Tile project was divided in three' phases:
Phase I--equipment construction, Phase II--fencing, and
Phase III--landscaping.

-LAter in the year a meeting was arranged between the chil-
dren who had w ed on the challenge the year before, the
architect, my Msent class, and myself. During the mlating
the children examined the scale model (each,half inch repre-
s nting.ona foot) and listened as.-fhe plans were explained.
The children were very pleased and wanted only to know when
_they could play on (their playcourt.
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2. LOG ON PLAY AREA DESIGN AND USE

by Jeahette Lea*
" Park View EleMentary School, Grade
Washington, DC

t1

(December 1972-June 1973)
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.

5 As these fifth-grade students began their investigations
of the challenge, they sketched and thendiscussed their
ideas of good playgrOunds. The children identified inade-
quate facilities for primary-grade children as one problem
of their playground. They observed the younger children's
play'area at lunch time and tallied the number of children
using the'equipmenf. In order to determine what fractional
part of the enrollment this was, they tallied the number of
studepts in all kindergarten thrbugt third-grade classes.
Mid-way through the school year, $2,000 was allocated for
the improvement of the playground. The principal asked these
children fb'make recommepdationi on how the funds should be
spent. Three.groups of children worked.simultaneously on the
graphical representation of data, equipment selection, and
model building. Younger students were interviewed for their
ideas and were later surveped to determine theirr equipment
preferences. The children constructed a scale model of the
chool and playground, visited another play area, and held a

play area clean-up day. Based on the recommendations of the
students, the principal placed an order for play equipment
valued at $2,000 which was later'delivered and installed.

In December I first asked my fifth graders for their
thoughts on our present'play area facilities. 1 wondered
whether they were content with the play area as it presently
was, or whether they could think of ways in which it could,
be improved.

Several of,my studentsmentioned that real play area
equipment was needed on "the small playground" used by chil-
dren.in kindergartdn through second grade. (Park View school
provides two play areas for the stUdents: the "small play-

*Edited by USMES staff 104
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ground" that is used by the children in primary grades=, the
other is for the children in intermediate grades.) -'0ne
And elaborated on the problems with the primary-grade play
area. She noted thpt the little children had only two
slides and a.Set of monkey bars in their area, adding that
because there was not enough eiluipment foi everyone, many
little ones were coming over to the "big kids" apparatus.
This, she felt, was dangerous.

I 'then told her and the rest of, my class that we might be

able to spend some time each week on this problem if they
were really interested in finding a solution. Everyone

seemed intrigued with this possibility, and,so we spent some
time discussing various aspectsof the problem. Before the

session ended the children sketched what each considered
might be "a good playground."

When we gathered agaik to discuss the small playground
problem, we first talked about each of our drawings, com-
menting on the eqUipment drawn and getting some good ideas
for our own design plan. 'I then asked-my students what the
little children liked to do.on the present play area. "Did

they climb on the monkeykkeirs? Might they want more swings?"
Several chifdren voluntahred to observe the children play-

ing outside. They suggested watching them between 12:00 and
1:15, a time when the children who did not go home for lunch
used ehe area. The group said that they,would report their
observations to the class.

When the observers returned, they had data on the number
of children using each piece of equipment.in the small play
area. They said that this information would tell them,which
pieces were popular and how much new equipment ml,ight be

needed. Their data was aslollows:

Slide #1 50 children
Slide #2 68 children
,Monkey Bars 8 children

Total 126 chifdren

Thi information made me wonder about several thingS which
I discussed with the class. "Why were there so fe4 people

,on the monkey bars?" I saked.

"Because they are too high," responded One child..
"Oh, that might be something to keep in mind when you

design your playground improvements," I pointed out., L con-
tinued by raising the question, "Is it possible that 126
children could be using the equipment at once? Hoy many

10'5
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studetelre in the kindergarten and the first and-second
giades?"

ihe need to ansWer the last question immediately involved
the children in a new venturei No.one knew how many stu-
dents were in the three grades, but four.chndren volunteered
to find out. Forseveral minutes we talked about ways to
keep track of the counts for each class in each grade. One
student disdovered the USMES "How To" Card on tallying; he
and a c4ssmate opted to tally the number of students. The

other two members of the grobp assured me that they pould C
remember.the number orstudents long enough.to write it down
on paper. The group then dispersed to visit the various
classrooms.

,Duting thiltext USMES session, the counters shared the
information they had gathered with their classbates. One
child's tally can be saen in Figure C2-1. As a class, we
totalled the number of students in each grade; we didahis
firsE in our head0 and then on paper:

f.

55

,Kindergarte4

,Fft.st grade

Second grade
Total

47 etiildren

106 children
11T children
265 children

We then ciimpared this figure, 265, to out tally of 126 chil-
dren'using the small playground'during lunch. I asked the
children, "If there were 265 children who could be -on the
playground, is it then possible that 126 were on it during
lunch?" ,

was the respcpse.'
"What,else do we need to know? One hundred and twenty-

six were on the playground'during lunch; where did all the
other children gq?" I queried.

One child said, "Some go home to lunch."
"MhOlbe we should know how many go home and how many,stay,"

I stated.

"Some kids go Eo another playground," announced another
student.

I questioned, "Can we blame them for going?",, ,

"No,." responded ttila same student, "there's nothing else
/ to play on."

"Yes," I agreed, "but it's against the rules. Whrdon't
we' want kids on that playground?"

A child who had not participated in this discussion an-
swered, "They'll get hurt. The equipment is big. And the
street is dangerous:"

"Well, what can we dt, about it?" I ,asked.

106' .
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"Fix our'playground so they'll want to stay here," Stated
another child.

Recalling one of my early questions, I suggested that.we
try to,find out how many children did stay at school for
lunch. Two children volunteered to get that information for
us.*
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Figure C2-1

After Christmas vacation, I told my 4ass that the prin-
cipal'of Park View had agreed to allocate $2,000 An the
school budget for us to use for playground improvements. I

explained that she had been.very excited by our plans to fix
up thessmall.area and related tO the clasa that they would
be responsible for.using the money to puraase and/or build
new pieces of equipment. The reality of actually effecting
a change at Park View really struck my students. They were .
thrilled by their ehallenge and became more serious about

*No data on their findlngs was included in the teacher's loge
--ED.
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their project as if aware of the enormous responsibility
which was now theirs.
A We split into three groups to work on various aspects of
the challenge. For the rest of January and February, the
children worked on graphingy equipment selection, and model
building as described below.

Graph Group, s

suggested to-the class that One group of children might
be responsible for collecting all of our accumulated infor-
mation and putting it on a chart. One child proposed that
we make a bar graph of our data. I,was surprised that.the
notion,had occurred to him and asked'whether he knew how ço
make a bar graph. *Because he expressed a dubious yes, he
and I gathered a small number of.children together to hel
him make bar graphs. I referred the group-to the set of '

"How To" Cards on bar graphs and suggested that they try
using them. I later noticed that the children were having
some difficulties with the 'cards and their graphs, so we
wár4 together on them until most of their confusion was

red up,

In March, the graphers showed me the outcome of their,
adventure with bar graphs And "How To" Cards. Alkexample oi
one of their.bar graphs can be seen in.Figure C2221-it de-
picts, Ole number of children in each first-grade class: Otg-
er group members graphed the sizes of the kindergarten and
second-grade classes. Some of the children in the group
said that they also intended to make graphs of the number of
boys and girls in each grade level.

Equipment Group

Several children told me that they wished',to pick out new
equipment for the playground. I gave them catalogs con-
taining pictures'of many play apparatuses and suggested that
the books be scanned for design ideas..

Initially, the boys did-not want to share ideas and make
plans with the girls; so two groups were formed to work out
separate designs. The boys immediately began to look for
action-oriented equipment--basehall_hackstops, high slidesi
etc: The girls selected equipment pieces that permitted
quiet activities,sandboxes, a shelter.*

*The children might compare the number of children.who can
use each piece of equipment with the area each piece takes
up. See "How To" Cards on slope diagrams.--ED.
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AB they had only one playground to design, sdggested

that the two groups.combine and,try to .resolv the differ-

ences between their-design plans. This they did. however,

when I visited the group later, I found each group member
compiling his/her own list of equipment pieces and their
costs-each child had wanted to spend the $2,000 in his/her

own way. '

I noticed that some people were having difficulty with

decimal notation. We first figured ont several ways to
write'an'amount of money, for example MO, and then triid

to idd some prices together making 'sure thai we lined up the

deciials correctly. As the concept became clear to individ-

uals, they went back to compiling.equipment list and.making

price calculatiOns. One child's work dan be.seen in Figure

C2-3. .

. In March, when the individual lists were finished, the

group talked With the rest Of the clasp about a fair Way to

choose between each peraorlIs suggestions. I suggested that ,

it might be helpful to investigate the ideas that the pri-

mary children had about their playground. One boy proposed

tat we make posters of our equipment designs and have the,

Srounger children vote On them. A few students liked that.

idea and went off With him to sketch various pieces of equip-

ment. One girl wondered whether tt might be also viod to

talk with the younger childrenrto get their ideas. She sub-

gequentlY found several:people who were willdng.to help her

inthrview the lower-grade children.
The children working on posters spent several weeks mak-

idg he;r. drawings. By the beginning of April, they had

made pictures of, amontother things, a crawl pipe and a'

slide frord a bigtorwer:' The potiittte then deliberated

over ways to surtzey,/the.pr'im4ty children. Some committee

members Wanted iollet each voting child.choose as many de-

sigds as he or she Iiked;.other members wished to allow

votes only for ihe top choice. After some discussion, the

group decided to list all equipment chpices on a ballot and

ask the voters to place an?"X" next to their first preference.

During March and April, the group of interviewers ar-
ranged to meet with smallgroups of children from the'three
lower grades. 'Each group was asked for their ideas fot new

playground equippent. The interviewers kept a recdtd of

their suggestions, which included sizings, merry-go-round,

.*Cost might also beeoompared to possible usage. See 1)re-

vious footnote and Background Papers on comparing ra'tios

by making slope diagrams. A mistake was made in adding

the costs;the correct fotal should be $1920.--ED. '
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sandbox, and bump cars. the group planned to clude these

pieces on the ballot listings.

The Model Builders
The boys and girls in this group wanted to make a three-

dimensional model of the school building and the smalli play-
ground including all presently available equipment. They

first decided to make a.pugh sketch of the school buildings
and grounds to make sure Iltat their model was accurate.
They spent several days outside noting the shape of thg
school and'its environs-. Using their rough drawing, the
group began their model. FOr building materials they used
squares, rectangles, and .circles made out of wood.

Several children who were not in the group itterrhpted
the construction activities; they contended fhat the block
replica of the small play,area was the,wrong shape. I asked

one boy how he might check the accuracy of the model. After

a lengthy pause, he said that we might measuie the area. I

agreed (heartily) with his idea, ancLwe arranged to spend
several days obtaining measurements of the play area.

As I fhought that the whole class might benefit Trom thfs
measuring activity, I asked all of my students to 'partici-

pate in gathering the necessaty measurements. We went out-
side, and I suggested that it might be wise if we first ex-
perimented with measuring only aSmall part of the play-
ground. I specified the area; my students chose various
measuring tools (tape measures, rulers, and yardsticks) and
went off to determine"the size so? that area. When these
measurements were completed, some people decided to spend
the rest of the period investigating the location arid con-

dition of the present play'facilities.
The next day, we returned to the play erea. This time,

I asked the children first to make sketches of the small '

play area. When they had finished their drawings, we dis-
cussed whatomeasuring procedures'we should follow. I asked

the children, "What shape Les the small play area tepre-
sent?" ) '

"A square," replied one\o?? ,

1" "Are yqu Sure?"I questipned. "Are all ehe sides equal?"
"Oh," he replied after reconsidering his first answer,

"a rectangle."
l'Okay, what does that mean about our measuring--we have

to measure more than one side, right?" I then asked, "Why
don't you ,label the end of one side of the rectangle A and
the other B, and then meaSure the distance between A and B?"

The'qhildlren oriented their drawings and themselves to
1
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Figure C2-4
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determine which side of,their rectangular sketches repre-
sented which edge of their play-grea. Using tape measures,
string, and their own feet, among other things, they stb-
sequently measured the length A to B.. One child's drawint

--which indicates that length can be seen in Figure C2-4.
A discrepancy was found between the measurements of two -

students. One child questioned whether their findings were
the same because they were expressed in different units of
measurement. In Figure C2-5 she describes how she compared
her results using a.yardstick with those of her classmate
who used a five-foot tape measure,*

The following day, we all. retuined to the\small play area
to take the necessary measurements. Different gtoups of .

about five or,six children each dispersed to meadure differ- 2)
ent parts of the playgtound. The group collected data in,
their own atea and assigned each membetYthe responsibility.
of determining the size of one part of that'area. Each
group of childten seemed very concerned about accuracy; as
each-measurement was determined, it warecbrded on one
member's diagram of the play area.'

Ope iroup soon was confronted with an obstacl: a tool
shedyas built against'one side of.the playAarea. The chil-
dren did not know how theI could measure the wall with the
shedin the way. For a while we pondered possible ways to .

overcome this pioblem. Someo e pointed out th(it the front
length of the tool shed was p bably the same length as that
part of the wall which was obp ructed. The kids decided
that they could mefitsure along the TAU up to the shed (A),
then,along the front length (8), and finally back along the

, wall (C) to'obtain an accurate measurement of the wall size.

Shed

*Despite her ingenuity, the meastIcements are not equal. She
measured 32 yards, 18 inches which is 1170 inches while he
measured 696 inches:7-ED.
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little and asked, "If 1 1/4 inches represents 500 miles,,

10 ----- /741. gY.6:- 2 inches represents what?"
--Li r e student went to the board and wrote 1 1/4 + 1 1/4 =4 0 1 y d Av .? c 2 2/4. I questioned Whether or not thi,t was tota//y tight.

a/ 81 -2..1._: "What's.another name for two-fourths?"
60

I y d Ay 3 f .e2K The child responded, "tour-eighths .

b0 / y d.A4/ "Okay," I,continued, "what'about a lower name for-it?"
I y -I ?ci ,z y :

.

He answered, "One-half."6o
60 1 7 11, Zy 4.22 4/

,
. "That's right," I agreed. "So 2 2/4 equals 2 112. Then

AO I y d-'2.v ).y 2s6 -cc-4,-- 2 1/2 repiesents how many milei?" (silence) "What have I"2

When we had finished measuring the areas,.we went back to
the.classroom to compare our findings with the dimensions of
the bloc% replica. As there were no mor_e_blocks, we decided
to make a two-dimensional scale diagram-of the play area out
of construction paper.

Since finding an appropriate scalefor our model" appeared
to be an arduous endeavor, we worked on the problems'of unit
conversion as a class. We first confronted the concept of
drawing to scalp by talking about the scale of a roadmap
Which was famiftar to everyone. Given a scale in which
1 inchlE)500 miles, each child wOrked Out how many miles
would (be represented by 2 inches. We then tried a scale of
r 1/4-inch44500 miles,.and I asked the children, "How many
miles did 2 1/2 inches stand for?" Since the Aildren had
sonl difficulty working with the fraction, I backtracked a

dY done if I add two plus two and get four?"

'wFigure C2-5

(5

"Added them," was the answer.
"What el,?." I queried.

"Doubled.two," responded another child.
I then asked, "Okay, what have I done if I add 1 1/4 and

1 1/4 and come ottt with 2 1/2?"
"Doubled it," Spoke one child.
"If 2 inchesé44 meters, 4 inches4.48 met

16 meters,.:."

"You've doUbled them," noted a student.
"Oh, so,2 1/2 inches means 1,000 miles," continued one

-child. / -

"Okay," I said, "good."

I then asked them tp figure out at their desks how many
mi1et'4 1/2 inches st od for, using a scale of 1 1/4 inches
f4500 miles. As th worked on the problem, I helped same
of those people who ere still puzzled by the scaling con-
cept. It seemed th t the notion of the corresp9ndence be-
tween actual dimensions and diagrammed dimensions was dif-
ficult to grasp; many people also found working With,the
fractiona difficult.

$0

ers, 8 inches*.

During the next class 'we moved from the mechanics of con-
.
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version to actually making a scale drawing. I suggested
that we first try to make a scale drawing of our desks.
"Let's find a scale for our desks. They are, say, twenty-

, fdur inches Ling and eighteen inches wide. Yoi decide.what
a good scale should be."

"One inch equals one inch won't workj-won't even fit on
our paper!" said one boy.

. "Two inches equals one'is still.too big!" added one girl.
A third student excitedly said, "Three works!"
"Or you could make' it smaller..." another gi 1 countered,
"Good,",I said. "Why don't you now figure out your own

scales? Make,them-dift ferent from those t-hit have aiready
been mentidhed,"

I'made the "HoW Te" Cards on scaling available for those
who-wanted to use them. The class worked on their scale
drawing for the next several days.

BefOre'we could begin on our-models of the school or the
play area,,the opportunity arose for us to visit one ofi the
local playgrounds. After we returned from our trip, the
children were more eager than ever to see some,changes made
in the play area. As It did not appear that we would bg
able to build equipment this year, I proposed that We apply
our Johnny Horizon Program'(Let's-Clean Up America) to our
play area project. The class ihodght that my idea was very
good; boya quickly vdlunteered to bring brooms and garbage
bags. The clean-up was scheduled for May 4. ,

Our clean-up day arrived; ihe Children were eager to be-
gin. We debated'over whether or notde should divide into
work crews and assign specific responsibilities to each
group. As that idea evoked considerable disapproval, we de-
cided to just work together, doing whatever jobs appeared to
need doing. The yard,was heaped with sticks, broken glass,
paper and other objects. These were quickly swept into
piles and dumped into large garbdgd bags. With the help of
'so pony handa--and a few songs--we finished cleaning the
play area in a surprisingly short time.

During the final weeks of the sChool year the children
continued their group work. The Equipment Committee said
that they wanted to Write to companies about the use of old
buses and fire engines for playground equipment. For the
younger children tbey compiled a list of possible games that
might'be put on the blacktop area of our small playground.
The following play equipment was ordered at a 'coat of $2;000:
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1. swings
2. merrr-go-round
3. two slides

- 4. trash cans

The school year ended and y fifth-grade students grad-
uated before the equipmeet arrived. In September of. 1974
.Ehe equipment was delivered. Although installation had to
be delaye d. until funds could be located to.cover the instal-

lation costs, the equipment was finiklly set up.
Now children in the primary grades at the Park View

Elementary School are enjoying the results of the work of.
my class on the Play Area Design-and Use challenge. I spoke
with most of the students who worked on the challenge to let
them knbow that theiroefforts were not in vaih--they\Fere de-
lighted.

.t
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3. LOG ON PLAY AREA DESIGNAD USE

by James Brown*
Shapleigh Memorial School, Grade 5
Shapleigh, Maine
(Septetber 1975-April 1976)

wie
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ABSTRACT
%

These fifth-grade students'were challenged to improve the
quality of their play area. They spent one and one-half,
hours each day'for three months working on thair Play Area
Design and &se challenge. Additional time was spent daily
on phallenge-related or "inspired".activities as real prob-
lem solving became their curriculum. Due to budget limito-
tions and the need for more equipment, the children focdged
on the design and construction of play equipMent. To insure
that the new additions be appropriate h.( size, the children

measured the play area and all of their schoolmates, graphed
their data,,andonalyzed their results before making final
decisions on the tyPes and sizes of new equipment: Com-
parative' shopping was done before materials were purchased.
Finally, the equipment was oonstructed and installed.

,The-Play Area Design and Use cilallenge-that became our
focus of activity emerged naturally from my class of twenty-
six students--seventeen boys ahd nine girls--during a class
discussion of school pioble .-4'A large number of youngIers
had become disgruntled wit 11i thair playground actIvitfee."-

The boys enjoyed football, but the girls could find no avail-
able fdicuf for their energies. Although they noted that
some schoolmates did use the swings, chinning bars, and walk
ladder already on the play space, the children felt strongly
that the number and range of possible play area activities
was tooamall to meet the needs of the schools' 113 students.
Consequently, when the complalming began,.1 challehged them
1to improve their play area.

,

The children's initial response to the problem gas to
order additional play equipment. Due to budget restrictions
thia expenditure had to be limited to $150. The students

quicklytglanced through ''conventently" placed equipment Cat-
alogs in'the clam:1room and noted that the costs were prohib-
itivee Several 'youngsters suggested that they make their
awn equipment, an idea that was vety well receiNied. ahe re-
mainder of this first class session was spent discussing
what was presently.on the playground and what theY would
like to add to it.

*Edited by U$MES stqff
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The 4-ext day, we reviewed the previous day's discussion
and focused on "Things to Consider" or ','Problems to be
Faced." The dialogue of this period established the direc-
tion to be followed during the next weeks. '

The first problem to be considered was "How big should
the apparatus be?" The students decided that in order to
answer that question they would have to take measurements
of the children who would use the equipment. After much dis-
cussion the students decided to collect data on user height,
weight, hip width, arm length, and leg length. Five groups
were formed and etch took responsibility for measuring stu-
dents in a certain number of classes.

Before the data collection process began, I held a skill
session on using measuring instruments. Some children's
experiences with rulers was limited to drawing straight
lines. Together we practiced measuring different items with
a ruler, learning about fractional parts of an inch, and
weighing things on a scale. The children measured a variety
of objects in the rooth to the nearest inch, half-inch,
quarter-inch, eighth-inch, and sixteenth-inch.* These mea-
surements'involve'd learning about equivalent fractions be-
cause the rulers had a varying range'of markings. For ex-
ample, the children began to see that a desk 23 6/8 inches
wide was the same width as a desk 23 3/4 inches wide or one
23 12/16 inches wide Wall charts, such as the portion of
one sketched below, were constructed for measuring heights.
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Letters asking for permission to use class time for mea-
suring were written by eadh group and delivered to the
teachers. When the students.received permission, theY de-
veloped a schedule and took the measurements.

The next day a-reporting session vas held. During this
time some of the.thildren pointed out that different groups
had taken measurements differently. Fpr example,'some mea-
sured student height with shoes on whfie others measured
height With shoes off; dome groups rounded off measurements,
and others did not. The class agreed that (1) the different
standards used invalidated the measurements and (2) a new
set of measurements had to be taken with everyone using the
same standards and rounding off to the nearest 1/4 inch.
The measurements were taken a second time to everyone's sat-
isfaction. The differences in the datalcollection procedures
were so significant that'the kindergarten teacherin the
school wrote a letter commlbting bn the change. (See typed",
excerpts ofeletter below.)

This note is to /et yot know how impressed I km
with the group of students from yqur class who mea-
sured and weighed my studehts this afternoon. To-
day's operation showed a good deal of organization
and efficient division of labor. What impressed me
the most was the flow pattgrn that was placed on the,
floor. To me this shows an understanding of the
people they were dealing with, the young kindergar-
ten-students...

In closing I would like to add that I'm.pleased
to see that your students learned from their ini-
tial mdstake and-devised a new and more.successful
approach.

When the second set of measurement data was collected, we
met as a class to examine ix. A discuseion soon developpd
on ways to represent the data so that other people could
easily understand it, and I introduced my students to graphs.
We spent five days learning graphing skills and how to use
a bar graph, histogram, scatter graph, and line chart. Much
discussion'followed as to the advantages, aisadvantages, and
most effective ue of each type of graph. After the skills
were acquired, each group decided which type.of graph to use
to plot their measurement data. At some point, every group

. used the line chart so that they could represent all five
sets of aata on the same,piece of paper.
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Later on there was much interpoladon from these charts
to determine the size of the equipment--how high each should
be, how much weight each must be able to accommodate. From

. the scatter graph of the heights and weights,of class mem-

bers, the students,concluded that some of their classmates
were underweight and others overweight. This discovery Rfo-
vided the basis for a lively discussion!

:Throughout the time my students worked on Play Area De-
sign and Use, each child kept a problem-solving diary for°
creative writing, English composition, and grammar. Ex-
cerpts from one child's diary,can be seen in Figure C3-1.

During the next USMES Session the children focused on a
second question facing them: the size of the playground--
where it'started and where it ended. Because the boundaries
were unclear, we knew neither how large it was nd?, Conse--.
-quently, how much space we had for equipment. One girl sug-
gested telephoning theAschool superintendent to ask for a
copy of-the deed that contained perimeter measurements.

-When the deed arrived the children examined it carefully.
. They learned thatthe school lot covered an area of ffve
acres, more or less. This led to a discussion of area and a
skill session on finding perimeter and area and multiplying

_with two-digie factors. The directions described in the
*deed and the monuments to which it referred were sufficient
for us to determine the unknown markers. Before the seision
ended, the class discussed,different ways tg.take the neces-
sary msesurements of the space. 'Initial suggestions in-
cluded tape measures, string, trundle wheels, and protrac-
tors.

. The next day, two boys spied the USMES "How To" Cards on
measuring large distances. Excitedly acting on an idea con-
tained in cards, they each constructed a trundle wheel, one

measuring thirty-eight inches around and the,other thirty-
nine inches. To measure the school grounds,'the children
used the trundle wheels, yardsticks, tape measures, and pre-
measured lengths of string. Over the course of the next
sessions, many of the youngsters remeasured the space using
different devices to determine which one gaVe the least mar-
gin of error.

As their'work continned, and they began drawing the play-.

ground and its existing equipment (using one-sixteenth of
an inch to represent one foot), the children gained a great
deal of practice in division and multiplication. Including
Elie location of existing equipment was deemed quite impor-

I tant because no one wanted the use of new and old equipment
[ to interfere with each other.

y
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As the need for additimnal skills surfaced, we held many
skills sessions;,for example, determining and using ratios
and proportions; fractions, scale drawings, and indire/ct
measurements. A sketch of their scale drawing which took ,
four 11/2-hour sessions to complete can be seen below.

4, Road.

Skei-41 ae Scale_Drawin) crP Play Arect:

The children's.interest at this time extended to the use
of indirect measurement. Several sessions were spent making
and using range finders. These activities involved the use
of proportions to find the diameters.of distant ob.jects and
the ratios of shadow lengths to determine the heigh of
tall objecta, along with the preparation of scale dra ngs.

Completing the map of the play giea, the students used
their measureffent data to design equipment that would ac-
mommodate all the children at school and would fit within
the available playground space. They designed and later
constructed the following equipment:

An adjustable-height "battle horse" made by sus-
pending a fifty-gallon drum from rope attached to
four wooden posts. Additional ropea were attached
on either end of the drum and a great mound of hay

I

A was placed on the ground directly beneath the drum.
1 To use'the battle horse, one child tries to sit on

the drum f r as long as possible while other chil-
dren, pulling on the ropes extending from each end
of the drum, try to dump the rider into the hay,

6
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Figure C3-2

A double seesaw.

Two.swingin& trapezes, one for younger children
and one for older children.

A swing.

An obstacle course containing a tire climb; hurdles,
a rope swing, and a barrel,tunnel.

The children's first designswere very elaborate and called
for welding and pipe-bending. However, after looking at the
tools and materials on hand, they modified their plans so
that all the equipment could be made from lumber.

The youngsters felt quite insecure about how the):' would
fqstett their pieces of lumber together or even h'owmuch
lumber they should order. They agreedtto construct scale
4

models a their plans using pencils, clay, straws, string,
and washers. For any equipment on which swinging was in-
volved, they tested for strength by suspending and swinging.
a 100-gram weight on it. If the model buckled or wobbled,
the group then figured out where additional supports were
needed or larger Ao'ck should be used.. From the models, the
children determined that a forty-five degree angle had the
greatest strength, and fhey also calculated the size and

t amount of lumber to order. Copies of their drawings can be
seen in Figures C3-2 and C3-3 on the following page.

One of the boys gathered the orders from each os the five
groups and went to a lumberyard near his home to/find out
about prices. He,obtained a unit price on all the materials
we needed and reported tb the class the.following day. All

, groups then computed the total cost of their equipment and
figured the sales tax, (Percentage and multiplication of
decimals became a separate skill sessiOnsat this time.)
After each group found its cost, we cbmbined five subtotals
to determine the srand total for all equipment. Much to our

t surprise, the total cost of lumber was $145.
The children were flabbergasted by this'figure, and'one

child said, "That's an awful lot, Mr. &own. Couldn't we
get this stuff somewhere else?".

When I responded that I didn't know whether It.rices would
Ite cheaper anywhete,e1se, one of the boys decided to tele-
phone some other lumberyards in the area. Using the school
phone, he immediately called three other'suppliers and ob-

\ tained their unit prices for the s/Ime.materials. Each group
,then used these new figures to compute the cost plus sales

. 4



11444... tax for their constructions. The fourth lumberyard was the
place with whom the class chose to do.business and for good
reason: they were able to buy the needed materials for only.
$60. That'whs more thhn a 50% savings over the first lum-
beryard.

i/gure C3-3,

Betweea the time we be'gan the Play Area Design and Use

challenge' andthe time the supplies were delivered, I taught
eadh youngster the "dos".and 'tdon'ts" of our Design Lab
equipment, specifically,-the use of handsa0s, saber saws,
hammers, hand)drills and power drills, brace-and bits, wood
chisels, screwdrivers,and block planes.

The sUpplies were deliVered during the first weekend in
NOvember, and on the,following Mbnday afternoon, construc-

1 2 9
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Figure C3-4

tion was begun. Ip each group the students divided their
labor, shared equipment, and allowed every member to par-
ticipate in whatever needed to be done. The construction
of equipment continued well into-December. Some of it was
placed temporarily in,the ground until the earth froze and mg,

snow fell. The class then decided to store their equipment
pieces until spring when they cemented the posts in the
ground and finistied up the remaining details.

During their construction activities, the children learned
by trial and error. For example, the ten-foot trapeze was
so large that it collapsed while being assembled; the six-
inch lag screws that hel4 the 4" x 4" supports together were
bent right in half. Not only did the girls who had made it
cry, but tears came to my eyes, too. However, some students
from another group came to the rescue, consoled the °build-
ers," and helped them repair the broken parts.
.,After seeing the collapse, another group construCting ah

eight-foot trapeze for younger children decided to erect
theirs in a different Manner; they were successful in their
attempt, this served to reinforce the idea that many of
our greatest successes come from our failures; simply stated,
making mistakes can be vapable."

Shortly after a few pieces of apparatus had been'erected,
a parent telephoned td express her concern about the safety
of the equipment. *I relayed _the message to the class, and,
ohe boy resolved ihe issue afterothinking about the problem
for a few. minutes. He suggested, and all the other children
agreed, that rubber fires becut dna attached to the wooden
uprights to cushion any impact that might.possibly occur.
Each group wrote up rules for using their equipment and al-
ternative methods of enforcement if the rules were not fol-
lowed.s_ The children also'decided that rather than asicing
teachers to supervise activitieson their playground.equip-
ment, they'would assume this responsibility. (See Figure
C3-4 for a copy of the rules developed to govern the use of
the barrel horse.)

f

The entire,school day of my class was scheduled around
'real problem sblving activities. Time in the mdrping was
devoted to skill development as warranted by the students',
activities and needs, while two hours of the afternoons
were spent workihg directly on, their challenge. In addition
to the problem-solving diary mentioned earlier, even our,
spelling wbrds were an outgrowth of the children's activi-.,
ties on play area design and use. The focus of social sci-
ence for my students was sodo-dyilamics, group dynamics,
and group decision makipg.
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Every afternoon the session began with reports from var-
ious groups who shared wIth,their classmates the goals for
Chat day. These goals were writteq on'the chalkboard, and
then the students continued, with theivliroup activities. At
the,end of the session each grodp reported, on its accomplish-
nents as well as ovLany problem& ehe members had encountered.
-Many tines the students were surprised to discover,that they
.had exceeded their expectations, while at some times they
realize&Aat they hadn't achieved what they set out tb do.
In the latter case, we tried to determine what had prevented
the group from attaining the goals and,'as a class, helped
them plan an altetnative course ofiction.

Evaluation of,the students' work on the Play Area'Design
and Use challenge"was based on each individual's performance
during investigations of the'challenge and on teachevide-
signed applidatidn tests. Each: youngster was always evald,-.
ated dn what he or she vas capable of 'doing. Muth of the on-
going,evaluation Oaa-a cooPerative efforebetween, the stu-

' dents and myself. 4

The enthusiasm that resulted from tfieir investigations-
Spread quickly to theiT parents, who, it return responded
positively. ,Man.parents visited the school and became
actively involved in their youngsters' learning.

As aresult of their wärk en the challenge, the children
came to see that skills in all of thEir subjects--Engiish,
science, nath, and soCial science--are esiential to every-7
day living and to solving'problems at tibiae', in sChool, or .

on the playground. The process of real problem solving was
applied to planninea fair to raise money to subsidize their

'future USMES activitie&:
*4*
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4. MINI-LOG ON PLAY AREA DESIGN AND USE
Redesigning Games on the Blacktop

Area of the Playground

by Janet Sitter*
Allen Street School, Grades 4-6

Lansing, Michigan
(September 1972-February 1973)

4

ABSTRACT
This multiage group of ifptzrth, fifth, and siXth graders

were challenged to redesigi1 their play area. They spent an

average of two sessions per week over'a six-month period
on Play Area Desigm and Use activities. One.of the areas

of concern for the children was the improvement of the
blacktop section of their playground. Observations were

made, and based on these observations, the children devel-
oped plans for painting games on the blacktop area. They

devised new games, selected colors for their desigms, and
wrote up descriptions of their games. Groups of studeni-s

scrounged pa:int and built sawhorses to keep schoolmates off

the freshly painted areas. Wokk on the blacktop area was
completed, and the area was useilby the children in the

school.

Shortly after the children.in my combination fourth/

. fifth/sixth-grade class began their investigation of the
Play Area Design and Use challenge, someone expressed in-
terest in "doingtsomething" with the blacktop section of the

. playground. I asked whether we should paint the area or

4- Idtg it up. One student answered, "We coulLput more games

1on it." The others Agree& that paindng it would be more
feasible than digging it up. For the next sessiot I asked
,.them to think about how we could paint it to make it more
fun to use. ,The children had varied reactions to this first

discussion: some were very interestr&and some quite bored,
smostly because they did not really believe that wecould

effect any Change.,
At the beginning of the second session,,four students who

weFe interested in improving the blagktep area went out to
the playgtOund to prepare'lists and drawings of games we

presently had. while they were outside, I showed some
bright, multicolored art designs to give the remaining stu-

.

*Edited by USMES staff
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4

dents ideas about using color and line in redesigning the
games. "We can paint more than one game and use bright
colors," I suggested.

"We can paint a peace sign," added one student.
I responded, "You can do that. If we painted circle

dodge, for example, in a different way, could we invent a
new game to play? What if we painted the circles different
colors?"

A

"Then," replied one child, "have one person in the center
and everyone te around the edge," ) -

"Is there another game?" I asked.
"Dodge the arrow," noted one student.
"Could we play dodge ball in reverse?" I questioned.

"What if you had one student in the center and he tried to
hit moving people around the edges?"

"Yes:r exclaimed anoteer child. "If we painted the
blacktop with bright colors, we could play out there and
haye more fun."'

The group that was Pketching the designs of our black-
top games subsequently returned and made-a-presentation of
their findings to their classmates. I asked each child in
the class to choose one of the game designs to repaint in
brlght colors and to think of three different ways to play
the repainted game. I asked them also to include with their
new design ideas descriptions of how to play their games.

Swop of my students chose the circle-games and tried td
draw free.hand circles. One of them wanted his drawing to
look "more li'ke a circle." He looked around the room, found
a pail, and traced its circumference. Another student
whnted to draw a volAeyball court--something we did not have
on our playground. .He went outside to see whether or not
it would fit on the blacktop area.

Three to five yariations of each game design were,con-
,ceived bymost.students. Some of their rdeas are illUs-
trated in Figure ,C4-1 while,otheis are described below:

1. Four-square with letters instead of nuMbers
painted with "double colors"

2. Dodgeball with a court 4i Wu like a bull's-eye
-Basted-MAU-court wiih sti es

4. Hopscotch Court using 'colors letters rather
than numbers

One child focused the attention of the lass on the fol-
lowing two problemp that she saw in their lans for the
blaCktop:

ai1101.- 136
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1. Where would we get the paint?
.2. How could we keep children off the area while

the paint dried?

Two-Acommittees were formed to deal with these problem's. The
activities of the committees are described below.

The Scroungers:

Several'children volunteered to scrounge for paint in the
neighborhood. I asked them what they should do and say when
soiiciting the supplies. We listed theiriresponses, which
ca-11 be seen below, on the board.

TO DO ,TO SAY

1. Be polite
2. Speak up
3. Speak correctly
4. Dress nicely
5. Be' polite if'refused
6. Take turns talking

1. Where are we from
and who we are

2. What we want
3. What we want to use

it for

Other children deaded to pass opt information about our
-activities to the rest of the school. They decided to.in-
elude our rool9 number, our plans, the benefits', and the
needed Supplies in the informational letters.

,

The entire class was extremely enthusiastic about scroung-
ing the necessary materials. They did very well, too! We
acquired twelve to fifteen gallons of asphalt paint And nu-
Amerous brushes and rollers. It was very exciting.

Sawhorse Builders:

'While the scroungers canvassed,the neighborhoods, four'
boys worked, in the Design Lab on the construction of some
'Sawhorses to keep people off the designs while they.were
'stilI wet. They, developed plans and then measured and cut
the desired lengths Of wood. Two beautiful sawhorses were
sUbsequently put together. Unfortunately, the boys did pot
reinforce the sawhorses and'soon discovered Eliot when chil-

-dren-sat-on-themr -the-,-legs---spread-apart and f indlty troka.

The sawhorses were,taken back to the Design Lab and rein-
forced. After that, they worked beautifully and seemed to
'be unbreakable. (See sketch on next Age.)
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First Design Finished Design .

After provision had been made for paint and for Protec-
tion of oui designs, we divided into groups to work,on some
oT the design ideas. I have included a description of the
activities of two groups of students.

The 4-Square Group:

Four children wanted to work on redesigning the 4-Square.
Therplanned to repaint the game as described helow:

,1 - -red

2 - -green nUmbers,..,27,.blue
, 3 - -white lines
4 - -yellow

-

LI

.2_

They degcribed the following games as ones that could be
played using their design:

77

1. Regular 4-Square.
2. Case around colors: eachteam member on two

teams is assigned a color. Captain cells a
color--team mempers assigned this color must
race each other t4 the designated square. The
winner,becomes captain.

3. Repeating.4-Square with a Ball: a child in
#4 throws ball up foa,times,.passes it to #3
who throws ball up three times, #2--two times,
#1--one time. Then #4 starts,a new activity
(e.g., bouncing the ball). When'someone,misses,
'anOther child takes his ot her place.

. Arithmetic 4-square: captains and teams. Captain .

calls, for example, "two plus twu." The runners
must add, subtract, or whatever other.prdbess is'
called, and run to square with correct answer--

-Thrst runner there becomes the Captain.

The four students went outside to measure and lay out
theiriarea. One child suggested using masking tape to draw ,

strallta lines. Since the other members of the group agreed,
they marked off the lines and began to paint the outside,
lines. One girl noticed that they Ig,rere beginning to box ,



themselves inside, and ao they changed their painting method
and began to paint the inside corners of the box. Then they
discussed how the numbers might be pade so that the numerals
would be straight. One child again suggested taping,them,
and painting between the tape so that the numbeFs would be
even. They tried it and were pleased with the results.

The girls were very happy about the results of their
painting, and they received many compliments on their ef-
forts. Everyone was very excited about,the new games and
the colorful design.

Hopscotch Group:

Three children had chosen to redesign the hoplpotch game
which originally looked like thiS:

/

The new game they had devised was made,up of squares and
looked like this:

b--blue

r--red

w.7-white

They,had thought of four.games:

1. Regulhr hopscotch.

2. Coloxa_hopacotau regularilopacotch_butrather_
than stones, a child'picks a color and runs the
the course using only the color he or she choose's,
for example, a child chooses red, and so he or
she runs'the course but can only step on red.

3. Evens and'odds hopscotch: child chooses either .

an even number or an odd number and can run the

3 9
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course stepping only on either even or odd
squares.

4. Onel-color hopscotch: child choose's one cc:dor on' :

which be or she ,can'never step. He'or,she can
run the course,on everything but the "Roison"
color--if he or she steps on it, it's back' to
the starting lines

We discussed whether we could,put the new hopscotch iliqe
within the framework of the old. Two children noticed that
the existing block for 1/1 and #2 could be used tor the new
#2 and n blocks, They decided to taPe around the 111 and,
#2, add on a new #1 block below, and then add on the 114 to
#10 block above.

One of the girls observed that the squares were larger
than before and wondered whether hopscotch could still be ,

played. All three girls tried playing on the outlined fig=
ure and were successful, They decided toask one of the
first or second graders to try out the game. -They thought
that maybe the lictle ones would havk difficulty playing the
game. They found a small child who lopped around the out-
lined figure and declared it a good size:

A great deal of enthusiasm and energy was sparked by the
blacktop project. The weather, however, -did not cooperate:
it.often rained or anowed.. The blacktop was often too wet
to'paint, and several games had to be repainted on sunny
daYs. When work was completed, all of the children ilgreed
that the project was worth theirefforts. The freshly de7
signedand painted area was used by all of the children in -

the school.
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D. References

1. LIST OF "HOW TO" CARDS Below are listeethe current "How To" Card titles that
students working'on the Play Area Des4n and Use challenge
might find useful. A complete listing)of both the "How To"
Cards and the Design Lsb /How To" Cards is contained in.the
USMES Guide. In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains
' the list of Design Lab "How To" Cards.

,GEOMETRY G 3 How to Copstruct a Circle Whic4 is a'Certain Distance
Around '

GRAPHiNg. GR 1 How to Make a Var GraPh Picture of YOur Data
GR 2, How to Show theDikkerences in Many Measurements or

Counts,ortit'Same Thing by Making a Hiatogram
GR 3 How.to Make.a Line-'-!Graph Picture of Yotir Data
GR 4' How to Decide Whether to Make a Bar Graph Picture ar'-'

a Line.Graph Picture' of Your Data F

4

GR 5 Hbw to Izind Out-If There is Any Relationship Between2
Two,Things by Making a Scatter-Graph

GR 6 HOW to Make Predictioné by Using a Scatter Graph
GR 7 How to Show Several Sets a Dataon One Graph

BRASOREMENT M 1 How to Use a Stopwatch
M, 2 How to Measure Distances -- 4

4
11 3 How to Measure Large Distances by Using a Trundle

' Wheel
M 4 .How to Find the Height of a Building or Tree
M 5 How to Measure the Height of a Building or Tree When

You'Can't Use a 45 Degree Sighting Angle
M 8 How to Measure a Sighting Angle to the,T4 of a

Building or Tree
M 9 How to Make a ConVersion Graph to Usb in Changing.'

0 Measurements fro0 One Unit to Another Unit
106flow to Use a Conversi6n Graph to Change Any Ileaate-
'-,- ment in One Unit to Anothelr-Onit

. ,

'PROBABILITY Alb STATISTICS PS 2 Ttca,..to,Record Data by Tallying
5

PS 3 How-tojescribe Your Set of Data by Findin the -
Average

PS 4 How erbilkAribe YOur Set of.Bata by Using' the Middle
Piece (Median)

,

PS 5 How to Find the Median of a Set of Data` from a
Histogram

'

1 el 2 I



RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING_

81

//R 1, How to Compare Fractions or Ratios by Making a
Jriangle Diagram*

R 2 how to mike a Drawing to Scale
R 3 How to Make ScaleDrawings Bigger 2T Smaller

New titles to be added in 1976:

How to Round Off Data
Hdw to Make and Use a Cumulative Distribution Graph

a
A cartoon-style set of "How To" Cards for primary'grades

is being deue1oped.from the present complete set. In most
cases.61tles are different and contents have been rearranged
'among the various titles. It is.planned that thip additional,
set will be'availab1Vearly in 1977.

-o

, *Presently calledrslope diagrarfli!

a



LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS

DESIGN PROBLEMS

GROUP DYNAMICS

GRAPHING'

"`

MEASUREMENT

PRDEABILITY AND STATISTICS

115

0
As students work on USMES.chaIlenges, teachers may need

background informatiOn that is not readily accessible else -
Where. The Backgrbund Papets fnlfill this need and often
include descriptions of activities and investigatibns that
siudents might-carry out.

Below are listed titles of current Background Papers that
teachers may find pertinent to Play Area Design and Use.
The papers are ground in the categories shown, but in"some
cases the categories overlap. For example, some-papers
abbut graphing also deal witivTrobability and statistics,.

The Background papers are being revised, reorganized, and
rewritten.' As a resat, many,of the titles will change. .

DP 6 What Can You po with Tires and RoPes? by Playground
Design and Use Group.7:1972 Boston Sfimmer Wotkshop

DP13 People and Space by Gorman Gilbert

GD 2 A Voting Procedure Comparison That Might Arise in USMES
'Activities by Earle Lbmon

GR 2 Notes on-Data Handling by Percy Pierre
GR 3 Using Graphs to Understand Data by Earle Lomon
GR 4 Representing Several Sets of Data on One Graph by Betty

.

qR 6 Using Scatter Graphs to Spot Trenda by Earld Lomon
GR 7 Data Gathering and Generating Graphs at the Same Time'
,- (or-Stack 'Em and,Graph 'Em at One Fell Swoop!) by

Edward Liddle

M 2 Measpringsgeights of Trees and Buildings by Earle Lomon
M 3 Detersdning the Best Instrument to Use for a Certain

Measdrament by USMES Staff- ,

M 5-Electric Trundle Wheel by Charles Donahoe

a'

PS 1,Collecting Data,in Sets or Samples.hy USNBS Staff
P5:4 Design of Surveys.and samples by Susan J. Devlin and

Anne E. Freeny

* 4k.
.4.44.-
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$PROBABtLITY AND STATISTICS (cont.) PS 5 Examining One.and .T.wo Eats of Data Part I: A General
Strategy 'and One-Sample Methods by Lorraine Denby and
James Landwehr

1

RAtIOS, PROfORTIONS, AND SCALING R 1 Graphic Comparison.of -Fractions by Merrill Goldberg
,

. .
, 1 R 2 Geometric CompardiOn Of,Ratiosily Earle Lomon

,Itg
../3 3 Making and Using a Sca4s Drawing by Earle Lomln

rz.zr .

.;'

.1

r
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3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON-USMES MATERIALS
-

Books for teachers

j

101%

,*

The following books are references,that may be of some
use during work on Play Area Design and Use. A list of
referencee on,general mathematics *and science topics can,be
found in the USMES Guide.

African Primary Science Program, Playground Equipment.,
Newton, Massachusetts:: Education Developmsnt Center, Inc.1

The four sections of this book (swings, levers and
balances; sliding and clidbing, calendars and clocks)
offer diagrams and instructions for,the construction

ee

of many designs. Each section contains pages in areas
of learritng as they apply to the section:

Ellison Gail, P/ay Structures. Pasadena, California:
Pacific Oaks College and Children's School, 1974.

A book for everyone interested in building creative
- play struCtures--adults and childre2. bThe purpose of
this guide, as stated by the author, ig to generate
discussion andeuggest possibilities. Included in
this book are pl,ctures, designs and an interesting
text that can be read by.adults and older children.'

Farallones Designs; Farallones Scrapbook. Berkley: The *.

tt Boys in the Back, 1971. (Order from Farallones Designs,
N - Star Route, Pofnt Reyes-Station, California 94956.)

An excellent resource book for teachers. Two chapte1rs

in pariicular are applicable to the unit: "Geometry
and Dode Buildip," "Playground Building."

Hogan, Paul, PlaPgrounds for Free. -Cambridge, Massachusetts:
MIT Press, 1974.

4

An extreme useful resource for teachers whose
classes want to eate or Improve a play arep with

. limited or no available funds.

Sharkley, Tony, Building a Playground. Newtonl Massachusetts:
Education Development Center, Inc., 1970.



book'documents the planning and construction

of a play area by members of a playground workshop

at T xas Southern University.

Southern Day Care Project, Planning Playgrounds for Day Care.

Atlanta, Georgia: Southeastern Regional Educational

Board, 1973. (Order from ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, P.O. Drawer 0, Bethesda,,Maryland 20014,
ERIC number ED 083-719,, $3.29 hardcover.)

Originally prepared io aid day care centers in making

\the most effective use of outdoor 0 ay apace,,this

booklet provides valuable informatiO and ideas on

equipment, surfaces, planning--adult vs. children,
community involvement--and design.

k

.r.
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Average

Bias

Comparative 4hopping

Concentric

Congestion

Conversion.,

Correlation

Cost

Data

151 .

'The following definitions may be helpful to a Teacher
whose class is investigating a Play Area Design and Use chal-

lenge. Some of the words are ingluded to give,the teacher
an understanding of technical terms; otherS are included

- because they are commonly used throughout the resource book. .

These terms may be used when they are appropriate for the

children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the
dren that when they conduct opinion surveys, they are col-
lecting aata. It is not necessary for the teadher or sfu- s)

dents to learn the definitions nor to use'afi of these terms
while working on their challenge. Rather, the children will
begin to use the words and understand the meanings as they
become involved in their investigations.

The numerical value obtained by dividing the sum of the
.elements of a set of data by the number of elements in that

set. Also called,the mean.

A deviation in the expected values Of a set of'dsta, often

occurring when some fact-Or produces one.outcome more fre-

luently than-others. a
A blethod'for determining the best buy(s) by comparing the

costs, quantities, and qualities.of different brands of,.

products.

Having a.common center.

A traffic floviproblem that exists when the volume or den,-

sity of traffic affects average.épeed to the point where
normal traffic flow IA reduced sharply.

A change from one form to another. Generally associated in

mathematics and science with the change,from one unit of
measure to another or the change from one form of energy to

another. .

A relationship between two sets of data.

The amount'of money needed to produce or to purchase goods

or services.

Any.faCts, quantitative information, or statistics.
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'Discount

Distribution

Ecodomics

o

A reduction in the.price of products or services, often
stated as a percentage of price. This is done (1) for cus-
tomers who buy in large quantities or (2) in order to gen-
erate abgreater volume of sales.

The spread of data over the range of possAble results.

A social science concerned chiefly with description and
analysis of the production, distribution, and consumption of
goods and services.

Event A happening; an occurrence; something tlyat takes place.
Example: one child using the swings for ten minutes during
recess.

Frequency

1.

Graph

Bar Graph

The number of times a certain event occurs in a given unit'
of time or in a given total number of events.

, A drawing or a picture of one or several sets of data.

A graph of-a set of measures or counts whoqe sizes are re-
'presented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars
of equal witiths. Example: the number of children by grade
level who use the play area during lunch.

111111111., f.'s.. F. mime ,am-Mcartilorrvfflie,smiumniaii H, I L'NAIR MEWS J i'MUM. MOM
.. 4111111111111111111
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imarernmin

A bar graph that is represented by circles, triangles, or '

crosses with lines connecting them so that it has the
appearance of a line graph is called a line chart. (See
Line Graph.) This is a.useful representation when two or
more sets of data are shown on the same grpph. Example:
measurements of play area using different tools.
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Conversiop Graph

Cumulative
Distribution Graph,
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A line graph.that is used to change one unit of Measurement

to another. For example, changing fest to yards, or vite

;versa.
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A grah that cap be constructed,from a histogram by com-
puting Tumming'totals from the histogram data. The fiat.'

running total is the first value in-the histogram data (see

'table of values.) The second running total is the sum of
the first and second Values of the histogram, the third is
the sum'of the first, second, apd third values, and so on.
The horizontal'scale on the graph is similarto &lat of ,the

histogra;a; the Vertical,sc goes from 0 to.the total num-'

ber of events observed or s Pies taken (for example, the,
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Histogram
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scale; thus the graph
42% of the total, use
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nts who used the play area for certain
ch vertical,distance on the graph Shows
the number of samples taken that are
the value shown on_the horizontal
below Indicates that 25,students, or
the play area,for 30 minutes or less.
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A type of bar vaph that shows the distribntion of the num.-
ber of times that-different measures or COunts of the same
event have occurred A histogram always shows ordered numer
icar,data on the horizOntal axis. Example:, the different
gumber of children who usethe play area for certain lengths
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See Bar Grall,
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Scatter Graph

A graph in which a smooth line or line segments pass through
or near points representing members of a set of data. Since

the line iepresents an infinity of points, the variable on
the horizontal axis must be continuous. If the,spaces be-
tween OS markings on the fiorizqntal axis have no meaning,
then the graph is not a line graph, but a line chart (see
gar Graph), even if the data points are connected by lines.
Example: the time spent waiting in line c't. a slide vs.'the

length of the line. The graph below indicates that a child
in a.line eight children long waited five minutes for the
slide.
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A graph showing a scatter of ppints, each of which represents-
two characteristiegtif the Same thing. ,For example, in the )

graph below, each point Tepresents the grade level of a class
and the amount of,time the class spends on the play area.
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Slope Diagram*

Histogram

Hypothesis

.

Infere-nde'

Matrix

Mean

Median

A graphidal neans.of.comparing fractions or ratios. To re-
present the ratio a/b, plot the point 03,aYand draw a line
from (b,a) to the origin; (0,0). The slope of this line
represents the ratio a/b. By comparing slopes of several .

lines, different ratios can be compared; -the steeper the
line, the larger the ratio, Ole less'steep the line the

,

snidllet.,the ratio. For example, the diagram shows the ratio
Of.pride to possible usage during recess for different tYpes
of,equipment. The ratib of price to possible usage for the

.

_telephone pole swing is smaller than that for fhe sand box,
afietire swing, and therefore, the telephone pole swing
would be_the.most edonomical in terns of price/and usage.
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See GraPh.

,A.tenfative conclusion made in order to-test itS
tioti or cOnsequences.

n assumptiOn derived frbm'ficts
to be valid and accurate:

91

or information considered-- , .

A chart of data Arranged in.ra,Ts and:columnd.-

,See Ayeragf..

.

The ndddle yalue of &set Of data in which the.elements have
been orderea from smAllek tp largest. .The median vafue ha&,

as Many elements above it as belowit.,

*Formerly, referred io as triang1e diagram.
: .
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Mode The element or,elements in a set of.data that-occur most
often.

Ordered Set

Per Cent

Percentage

Population

' I

A set of data 'arranged from smallest to largest.

Literally per hundred. A ratio in which the denominator is
always 100, e.g., 72 per cent = 72/100 = 0.72 = 72%, where
the symbol % represents 1/100.

A part of a whole expressed in hundredths.

Any group of objects (e.g.,-O'dOple, animals, items) 9r ments
from.which samples are taken .for statistical measurement.

Probability The likelitwod or chance (expressed numerically) of one
event occurring out of several possible events.

Proportion

Range

.1
Rank To order the membera of a set according to !imam criterion,

suth as size or,importance. Examile: to put pieces of data
from smallest to largest.

--e

Ratio The quotient of two denominate nuMbera or values indicating
the relationship in quantity, size, or amount between two
different things. Fof example, the ratio of the numbertd
children'who Can use a piece of equipment to the area ocr-
cupied by the equipment might be

10 children or 10 childrer,41/2 square meters.
.41/2 square meters

To process ediscarded item for reuse, either for its orig-
inal purpose or for a new purpOse.

Thdokice level of goods sold in small quantity to the con
sumer.

A *statement of equality of two ratios, i.e., the first term ,

divided by the second t rm eguals-the third term aivided by
the fourth term, e.g., hp = 1/2. Also a synonyd for ratio:
when tWo quantities are in irect proportionv-their ratios
are the same.

Mathematical: the difference between theamallest and the
largest values in a set of data.

RecyCle

Retail Price

Sample

1613 ,

A representative fraction Of a population studied to gain
information about the whole population.
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Sample Size

Scale

Scale Drawing

Scale Map

Scale Model

Set

+Oa

g!,

A number of elements.in a sample.

A direct proportion between two sets of dimensions (as be-
tween the dimensions in a drawing of a play area and the
actual play area).

A drawing whose dimensions re in direct proportion to the
object drawn.

A map whose dimensions are in direct proportion to the di-
mensions of the,srea represented.

A three-dimensional representation constructed to scale.

A collection of characteristics, persons, or objects. Each
thing in a set is called a member or at element.

Slope Diagram* See GraPh.

Statistics*

Tally

The science of drawing conclusions or making predictions
using a 'Collection of quantitative data%

A visfble record used to keep a count of some set of data,
especially a record of the number of times one or more events
occur. Example: the number of children who utiR,each piece
of play equipment during a certain amount of time.

*Formerly teferred to as,triangle.diegram.
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E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of Study Utilized in Play Area besign and Use

1 C

The unique aspect of dsMES is the degree to which it pro-
vides experience in the process of solving real problems.
Many would agree that this aspect of learning is so impor-
tani as to deserve a regular place in the school program
even if it means.decreasing to.kome extent the time spent
in other important areas. Iortunatell(, real problem solving
is also an effective way of learning many of the skills,
processed, and'concepts in a wide range of school subjects.

On the following pages are five Charts and an extensive,
illustrative list of skills, prOceasesi and areas of,study
that are utilized in USMES, g4 charts ratf Play Area
Design and Use-according to its'potential for learning,in
various citegories of each of five subject areas--real prob-
lem solving, mathematics, science, social science, and lan-
guage arts. The rating system is based on the amount that
each skill, process, oK area of study within the subject
areas is used,--extensive (1), moderate (2), some (3), little
or no use (-). (The USME8 Guide contains a chart that rates
all USMES units in a similar way.)

The chart for real problem solving presents the many as-
pects of the'problev-solving process that students generallY
use while Yrking on an.USMES challenge. 'A number Akthe
steps in the process are used manY times and in difflatnt
orders, and matiy'of the-steps can be performed concurrently
by separate grodps of stUdents. Each aspect listed in the
chart 'applies not only to the,major problem stated.in the
unit challenge but also to many of the tasks each small
group undertakes while working on a sOlution to the majór
problem. ,Consequéntly, DOES students gain extensive expe,-
rience withthe problem-solving process.

The charts for mathematice, science, social science, anew.
language.arts identifythe specific skillsv.-processes, and
areas of study that may be learned by,studenta as they re-:
spond to a Play Area Design and Use,challenge and becohe in-
volved with certain activities. Because the students initi-
ate the *Ctivities, it is impossible to state unequivocally
which activities will take place. It is possible,'fiowever-,

to document activities that have taken place in USMES classes
and identify those,Skills and processes that have been used
by the students.

Knowing in advance which skilla and processed are likely
to be utilized in Play Area Design and Use and knowing the
extenttlhat thewiit be used teathers.can postpone the
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teaching of those skills in'the IrIditional manner until"

later in theyear. If the students,have not deemed them
during their USMES activities by that tiine, they can study
them in the usual way. Further, the charts enable a teacher
to integrate USMES more readily with other areas of classroom
work. For example, teachers may teach fractions during bath
period when fractions are also being learned and utilized in

the studenta' USHES'activities. TeaChers who have used
USMES for several successive yearS have found that students
-

ate more motivated to learn basic skills when they have de-
termined a need for them in their USMES activities. During
an USMES session the teacher may allow the students to learn
the skills entirely on their own or from other students, or
the teacher may conduct a skill session as the need for a
particular skill,arises.

Because differea USMES units have differing emphases.on
the various aspects of problem solving and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subje.ct areas, teachers each
year might select several possible Challenges, based on
their students' previous work in USMES, foi their class to
consider. This4chbice should provide students With as ex-
tensive a range-of problems and as wide a variety of skills,
processes, and areas of study as possible during their years
in school. The _charts and lists on,the following pages can

also help teachers with this type of planning.
Some USMES teachers have used a.chart similar to the one

given here for real problem Siting as a record7keeping tOol,
noting each child's expostire to the various aspects Of the

process. Such a chart might be kept current by succeeding
teachers and passed on as part of a student's permanent
record.. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a stu-
dent's learning not only by introducing different types of
challenges but also by altering the specific activities in
which each student takes part. For example, childrenyho
have done mostly construction work in 'One unit may be en-
couraged to take part in the data collection and data analy-
sis in their next unit. ^.

following the rating chart are the lists of explicit ex-
amples of real pioblem solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of study learned and utilized in'Play
Area Design and Use. Like the charts, these'lists are based
on documentation of activities that have taken place in

USMES classes. The greater detail of the lists allows
teachers .to see exactly how the various basic skills, pro-
cesses, and areas of study listed in the charts may arise
in Play Area Design and Use.

169.
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The number of examPles in the real problem solving list
have been limited because the list itself would be unreason-
ably long if'all the examples werelisted for same of the

categories. It shonld also be noted that the example(s) in
the first categoryIdentifying and DefAing Problemshaile
been limited to,the'major problem that is the focus of the

unit. During the course.of their work, the studentS will
encaunter and solve many other, secondary problems, suCh as
the problem of haW to display their data,or how to draw 4!
scale layout..\

Ereaking dos41 an interdisciplinary curriculum like USMES
into its various subject area comgonents is a difficult and
highly inexact procedure., Within USMES the various subject
areas overlap significantly, and any subdivisión,musi'_he to

some extentarbitrary. 'For example, where does measuring
as a mathematical skill end,and measurement as science and
social4'science piocesSbeginT How does one distinguish
between the processes of reef problem solving, of Science,
and of social science?. Even within one subjeat area, the

_problem still remains--what is the difference between graph-
ing as a skill and grafhing as an area of study? This preb-

lemchas been partially solved by judicious choice of ex-'

gmples and extensive cross-referencing.
Because af ihis'overlap of-Snbject areas,"there are

clearly other outlines that are equally valid. ,The scheme
presented here was developed with'much care and thought by
_members of the USMES staff,with-help from othera knowledge-
able in the fields of methematics, science, aociel acienoe,
and language arts. It represents one method of examining,
comprehensively the scope of USMES and in no way denies the

.existence'of,other-methods.
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'REAL PROBLEM SOLVING Overall
Rating

Identifying and defining problem.

Deciding on informAnn and investigations
needed. .,

Determining.what needs to be done first,
setting priorities.

Deciding on hest ways to obtain' nforMation
needed.

\-

Working 'cooperatively in groups on tasks.

Making decisigIns as needed.
C.

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills'
and processes.

Carrying-out data.collectiOn prodedUrda--
opinionsurveying, researching, measuring,
classifying, experimenting, constructidt.

Asking questions, inferring.

Distinguishing fact froF opiniUn, relevant'
from irrelevant data, reliable from un-
re;iable sources. 1!

EvAluating procedures used for data_
collection and analysis. Detecting flaws
.in proceas or errors in data.

1

1

2

1

1

1

' r

REAL PROBLEM SOLVING

.97

Overall

Rating
Organizing andnifbcessinvhdata or

information.

Analyzing and interpreting data or
information:

Predicting,,.formulating hypotheses, sug-
gesting pbssible solutions,based on
data collected.

Evaluating proposed solutions in terms of
practicality, soiial values, efficacy,
,aesthetic values.

Trying out various solutions and evaluating
the results, tegting hypotheses.

Communicating and displaying data Or--
information.

Working to implement solution(s) chosen.
by the class..

Making generalizations that miat hold true
under similar circumstances;.epplying

problem-solving process to other real
problems.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate Use, 3 = some use, - = little or no-use

171
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MATHEMATICS Overall

Rating

Basic Skilis

Classifying/Catego?izing
Counting
Computation Using Operations

Addition/Subtraction.
Multiplication/Division
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages
Business and Consumer Mathematics/

Money and.Finance .

Measuring
Comparing,
Estimatthg/Approximating/Rounding Off

Organizing Data 0
Statistical Analysis'
Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques

Graphing
Spatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Study

NuMeration Systems
Number Systems and Properties

_Denominate Numbers/Dimensions.

Symmetry/Similarity/Congru
Accuracy/Aeasurement Error/Estimation/

. Approximation
Statistics/RAdom Processes/Probability
Graphing/Funciions
Fraction/Rati9k
:Maximum-and Mqimum_Values
Equivalenceitnequality/Equations
Money/Finance
S'et Iheory

tiNv

3

1

1
1
1

2

1

21

1

2
1
1

1
1
1
2

3

1
1
1
1
3
2
2
3

f

SC I ENCE

Proces:t

Observing/Describing
Classifying
Identifying Variables'
Defining Variables Operationally,
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring

Devices and Equipment
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating, Testing

Hypotheses/Modelini
Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data
Organizing,-Processing Data

Imterpreting Data
Communicating, DisplaYing Data
Generalizing/Applying Process.to New

Problems ,

Areas of Study

Measurement
Motion
Force
Mechanical Work and Energy
Solids, Liquids, and Gasei

Electricity

Light
gdund

. r

Animal and Plant Classification

Ecology/Environment'
Nutrition/Growth
Genetics/Heredity/Propagation
Animal ana Plant Behavior!

Anatomy/Physiology

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, - = little or no use

Overall

Rating

1
2
2

2,

2

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
3
3

3,
3



SOCIAL SCIP10E Overall
eating

.

..r

Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying
Identifying Problems, Variables
Mantpulating, Controlling Variables/
. Experimenting

Ingerring/Predicting/Formulatingl,Testing
Hypottieses A

Collecting,-Recording Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing'Data.
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data

Generalizing/Applying Process to Dai/Y Life

,

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

Attitudes/Values

AccepEing responsibility for actions and,
results

beyepping interest and involvement in,.
4hUman Ufaire . .

Recognizing the,importance of individual
and'group contributions to society

Developing inquisitiveness, self-reliance,
,and initiative -I . 1

Recognizing the values_of cooperation,

gpoup work,,and,Oivision of lahor
Understanaing modes of inqUiry .used,in.the

sciencest appreciating their pOwer and
precision C

Respecting the Niiews, thoughts, And
.

feelings of othere. . .

Being optn to new ideas And informatfon ,.

Learning the idportance and influence of
...V.aluesdn decision making - ,..

Are*, 'of Study

Anthropology
Economics

Geography/Physical Environment

Political'Scien4e/Government Systems
Recent_Local History

Social Psychplogy/Individual and Grou?
Behavior

gocialogY/Socigl .)rstsms

o

,*

4,
3' ,

3

3

2

1. 7 5 .

Ba.;ic

LANGUAGE.ARTIV-- .

fl? 4g.

Overall
Rating

Re'ading

Literal/Comprehension: Decoding Words,
- Sentences, Paragraphs
Crltical Reaaing: Comprehending Meanings,
,Interpretation

1OralLanguage
Speaking
Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling
Giammar: Punctuation, Syntax; Usage
Composition

Study Skills

Outlining/Organizing
Using References and:Resources,

Attitudes/Values

Appieclatl,ng the value of expressing
- ideas through speaking and writing
Appreciating the value of written

resoUrces.

Developing an interest in reading and
writing

Making judgments concernin s read
Appredating the,value of different forms

of writing, ditferent orms of
communication

1

2

2

2

kEY; 1 = extensive'use,, 2 = moderate,use
-3 = some use, - = little or no use

et



,REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN PLAY AREA DESIGN AND USE

Identifying and Defining Problems'

Deciding on Information and
Investigations Needed '

:. : : -,

Determining. Fplat Needs to Be
. .

Done' PirSt,..tAtting Piiokities

:

!

Deciding on Best Ways to Obtain
Worhiatiod Needed

;

4

! ".

'

Students decide that overcrowding is a problem on their

play area.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying PrOblems,

Variables. '

After a preliminary discussion students decide to observe
the play area at different times during,th4,day.

.AfterdiscussingtheresultsofttleirobserVations stu-
,.

dents decide more data on play area use itidifferent
times.of the day are needed.

Students agree to collect data on scheduled use bf tie

space by different grade levels during recess periods
and lunches.

Students agree to conduct opinion survey on use dIthe
play area,

Students decide to'map the play area indicating the
location of various pieces of equipment..

Children deoide to observe play area first, then to collect
data before trying to develop a solution.

Students decide to research present scheduling before
suggesting.new one.

Students borrow and learn to use a stopwatch before
measuring use and waiting times at various pieces of

. . equipment.:
A

A'.

el

.

O Children establish.a schedule for-differentlistudents tq
cibserve the uae of playlaTea at different tithes-of day,

: .

e.gu, primari recess, intermediate recess,-lunch time,
hysitil education class time.

, .

A A

Children decide that one child wiil operate the stopwatch,.. . ,
: an another yill record the times.when measuring the ,

. , .:47aiting'ancluse times at:various pieces of equipment.
.,o,S.6udenta detide that two ciildren.will meastire'the same

'section of,the plaY'area to insnre_accuracy of.
.'thesstlrements.

Children.declide;o: sUrVey:fiVechildien in.each Class to
" :deterthl.newhether;Ott4erS;;aOt4der oVetcrOwding a

problem arid'to.ISinpoinI4peCific'trouble'spots.
..

A t - '
A

; ' %.. ' : 1 : k .; : ;, ,It ,

: ! :: = .

=
. ,

...:= ,;t, , ..
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Deciding on Best Ways to Obtain Children decide to ask the principal about the reasons
Infbrmation Needed (cont.) for scheduling use of the area as it is now and request

' permission to proceed with their work.

Working Cooperatively in Groups on Tasks

8

Making Decisions as Needed

Utilizing 4nd Appreciating Basic
Skills and Processes

Students form'groups to collect data on the use of various
pieces of equipment at different times of the day and
on the scheduled use of the space by classes during the
day, to surry other classes about play area bse and
activity preference, and to make a scale diawing of the
play area.

4 4
Students decide to work in groups so that more can be

accomplished.

7....atudeats decide to propose a new schedule for use of the
area, a new arrangement of space, and the purchase of
additional,equipment as a solution.

Students decide to make a presentation to the principal

to get approval for their plans to change the use of the
ylay arear

Students measure the dimensions of the play area and
4 equipment to draw a scale layout.

Students divide to decrease measurements for scale layout.
Stuclents draw graphs of use of various pieces of equipment

during certain time pefiods.

students recognize that improving the Use oL the play
area will reduce overcrowding-and will help many people
besides themseIvesi namely, other children in the school:

Student's give oral.presentations to principal.
See also MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL wacE, and
, LANGUAGE ARTS'lists.

Carrying.Out Data Collection Procedures-- .
Opinion Surveying, Researching,
Measurin , Classifying Experimenting,
Construc g

179

Students conduct opinion suryey to determine whether
.

others consider overcrowding to be a problem--which
'locations, times--and/or to determine activity prefer-
ences of schoolmates.

Students measure dimensions of play area.
Students tally the use of various pieces of equipment by

different grades.

Students research available funds and costs of various
types of equipment.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing;
Measuring.
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Carrying Out Data Collection Procedures-7
Opinion Surveying, li!esearching,

Measuring, Classifying, Experimenting,
Constructing (cont.)

Asking Questions, Inferring

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion,
Relevant from Irrelevant Data,
Reliable from Unreliable Sources

Evalueting Procedures Used for De.ta
Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying;-
kanipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting; .

Designing and Constructing Measuring Devices and
Equipment; Measuring/Col4ecting, Recording Da6.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing;
Classifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting; Collecting; Recording Data/Measuring.

Students ask whether play area is overcrowded and infer
from data, collected that it is.

Students ask whether rearranging scheduled use of the
play area,'purchasing additional equipbent, and re-:
locating play spaces on the area will make it less
croWded and more fun. They infer that fewer children

1,

on thespace at a given timS and a mixed age group as.
well as additional equipment will reduce waiting lines
at pieces of equipment,.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/FormWating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.

' See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

,Students recognize the qualitative aspects of obtaining
data from opinion surveys as distinct from data they
gather at a particular piece of play area equipment.

Students zcognize that use during lunch is not heces-
sarily'a good indication of use during recess.

Students realize that equipment catalogs are reliable
sources of information on playground equipment.

Students discover thatPbody measucemedts were taken in
different ways, for example, weight, knee-to-floor
height. They then refine and standardize their pro-.
cedures.

Children decide that their equipment preference survey,
does not give the information they want. They discuss
changes they need to make in it.

Students measuring a play area with a variety of measuring
devices obtain widely varying results.' They,discuss
the diScrepancies and choose one instrument for makink
final-measurements.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Estimating/ApproxiMating)11
Rounding Off.

1482
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Organizing and Processing Data Students order and group'data on play area use to plot
. graphs.

,

Sde also MATAMATICS list: Organizing Data.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organi4ng,

Processing Data.

AnaAyzing and Interpreting.Data

0

Prediciing, Formulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Possible Solutions Based
on Data Collected

"Ire.

' EValuating,Proposed'Sólutions in
Terms of Practicalitg; Social

, \ Valups, Efficacy,\AeSthetic.Values

\

.
,.

:Trying Out Various Solutions and
Evaluating the Results, TedLng
'Hypotheses

183

Children determine how much each piece of equipment is
used.

Students select new equipment and/or games according to
usage data and student preferences.

See also MATHEMATICS4ist: Comparing; Statistical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphinv,
,Maximum and Minimum ValUes.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL kIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

After measurng play area use 4nd polling students for
activity preferences, children hypothesize that a new
organization of the play space will reduce the nuMlier
of accidents.

After'ilvestigating, children suggest.that the students'
use of the play area be rescheduled and that additional'
equipment be purchased to reduce overdrowding.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Preaicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.

o-aee also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Students'diacuss adVantages and disadvantages of proposed
changes - -scheduling of use, rearrangement.of play area,
additionhi equipment.

4 Children discuss whether proposed chanes will be fair.

6 Studentilf use a scale layout of the play,arga to find the
best arrangement of the play area and-new eqUipment:.

After lonplementing a new schedulu on and Arringemerit crf
the play area, the class collects further-dhta to de-

,

termine the effect of'dieir changes.
\

'Studdnts discuss how they leel about the new look and use
ol their play area and wilether they enjoy it more'than
before work 'on ihe.challange was initiated.

See Apo SCIENCE list: Inferring/PredictIng/Formulating,
Testing RyPothese6%Modeling. .

104
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,

Trying Out Varidus Solutions and
EValuating the Results, Testing
Hypotheses (cobt.)

Communicating,and Displaying Data or

Information

_Working to IMplegent Solutlon(s) Chdsen,

- by th,e Class

Making Generalizations That Might Hold True

Under Similar Circumstances; Applying
Problem-Solving Process ,t0 Otter Real

problems

0

,

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Piedidtingl

Yormulating, Testing Hypotheses. )

ttudents draw's histogram to show st dent measurements.
Children prepare jk,ar,graphs.and line 6arts to show and

compare the use of, differeAt pieces àfcplay equipment

.by dhildien of various'ages.
Students araw scale layOutof play area.
Sttidents.inform their schoolmates of .the,changea.

See also'MATHEMATICS list: Graphing; SCalingk
See also SCIENCE and,SOCIAL SCIENCE-lists:, Communicatir)g,

Displaying Data.
See also LANGUAdE ARTS list.

Children make 'prasentation of their proposedchanges and
additions to the Play area,to the priudipal and/or PTA, ,

Students, reorganize the-,play,area and its scheduled use:

Students who have drain graphs to.aisplay data in one
instance more readily draw'graphs in other,instances.

Students working.on Play Area Design and Use apply skills
.they have acquired to their Naork on Mass Communications.

See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying,Prodess
to New Problems.

Ve. also SOCIAL.SCIENCE list: Genera1izingVApplying
Process to Dai2WLife.

_

1 air)
9
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ACTIVITIES IN PLALAREA DESIGN AND USE UTILIZING MATHEMATICS

Basid Skills .

s' Classifying/Categorizing Categorizing characteristics or propefies of.construction'
'materials.

Categorizing characteristics of construction materials4n
more than one,way.

Distinguishing sets and subsets.of quantitative Survey
data on preferred play activities and'equipment.

Usi g the concepts of sets (subsets,,unions, intersections)
fo termining'the.arrangement of the play area based

'an student preferences and data on equipment.
Establishing-categories, such, as tall,.medium, short for
height data', when.determining whether equipment is
appropriate for a given 'student size.

See also SCIENCE 1144 Classifying.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
,Classifying.

Counting COunting votes to'decide which play area problem to work
1mi-first. °

'Counting survey data or qilestionnaire data on preference's
for play activities or equipment.

Counting,the number.of people.who use different pieces
), of equipment at certain timespf

Counting to read scales on measuring instruments, such
q*,

as meter stick, weighing scales.

Counting by.setS to.find Scsles for.graph axes:,

Counting'the number of,minutes differentChildren use:
' different pieces of equipment.

t
,

Computation Ubing Operations: 'to Adding one-, two-,'''or three-digit whole-numberst'o find
. .

Addition/Sufitractron
. ,the total-tally,of cfiildren using the play area of"the

total measuremeAt of the available spape.
Adding mindtes and seconds when timing hiow long,it takes .

people to Use the slide. , . .. ,...

Subtracting distancemeasurements to.see how much room is
.

left after game courts are pailited on's concrete section
.

.'of the play"srea.*
wo

., Subtracting tone-o:-, or three-digitlhole,numbers to .

,
find rangesiori6,ight data. '
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Computatip Using Operations:
.AcIdition/tubtraction((conn)

-%

Computation Using Operations:

Multiplication/Division

COmputation Using Operations:
Fractionstios/Percentages

153

1

/

Subtracting one-, two-, or three-digit whole numbers to
find measurement differences between students in the
class; between student in different grade levels.

Subtracting one-, two-

determine the amount-
the median or mean inea

r three-digit whold numbers to
measurements deviate from

reMent.
Subtracting one-, two-, or three-digit whole numbers to
i find ranges for graph axes, fOr measurement data, or
to compare sets of data.

Using multiplicatio and division to increase or decrease
meagtrements for s ale drawings'or scale models.

Multiplying whole numbets to find the total measurement of
materials needed to cdnstruct proposed equipment.

Multiplying nr dividing to find a scale for graph axes.

Multiplying and dividing onel-, two-, or three-digit whole
ntibb'ers _to convert 'from one unit of measure to anot er,

such as i4eters to Centimeters, inches to feet and v ce
veraa.

Dividing to calculate ratios, fractions or percentages,
such_as alinunt of;use pet square meter, cost per
person,using equipment.'

Dividing'one-, two=, or thtee7digit whole numbers to
determine the mean heiglA or mean weight.

Using mixed numberd to_perform calculations, such as
determining Measurements of the play area.

Changing fractiOna to higher or lower terms (equivalent
fractions) to perform calculations, such as calculating
dimensions for,gay area. equipment.

Using fractions and ratios, to convert from one unit of
measure to another, such as centimeters to meters.

Calculating percentages, suOh as the percentage of stu-
dents who prefer one type of equipment to another.

Using ratios to;increcise or decrease measurements for a
scale drawinged the play area or a scale model of a
piece of equipment.

Using fractione'k measure ment,$graphic comparisons, scall
drawings, or scald models.

,..N

Calculating actual measurements from scale drawings using
the ratio of the apaledrawing.

Using slope diagrams: to sonpare ratios and fractions, auch
as Comparing the sPaceAequipment takes up with the number'
of children who cpn ude it at a given time.

1 D 0



ComputatOn.Using Operations:.
Business and Consumer MathematiCs/

\ IMoney and Finance

Measuring

Comparing

107

Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing dollars an0
cents to analyze costs.of building play area equipment.°

Gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, and
limitations of revenues for improving the play area.

Using comparison when shopping for materials.
Using slope diagram to compare cost of each piece of

equipment vs. use.

Converting from one unit of mesure to another, such as
meters to centimeters.'

Using standard (centimeters, meters) and n9nstandard
(string lengths) units of measure to determine the
dimensions of a play space.

Reading meter sticks or other measuring divices accurately.
Timing--using a wristwatch--how long different children
must wait to use certain pieces ot equipment.

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording
Data/Measuring,

Comparing quantitative data, such as measurements'obtained
by using a meter stick and a tape measure.

Using the concept of greater than and less than in making
,

comparisons.

Comparing the mean, mode, and median of\Feasurement data.
Comparing Tualitative with quantative data, such as the
appearance of the play area,(large, small) with its
actualmeaslrements.

Comparing estimated or preected measurementa with actual
play area measurements.

Comparing fractions and ratios using a slope diagram.
'COmparing data graphically, such.as a histog am zhowing

the number of students with various-knee-t -floor
measurements.

Se also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreti Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Ans,lyzing, Inte prating
Data.

Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off Estimatirrg the number of 'people who would use a iece of
play equipment if purchased.

Estimating measurements of the play area, size o equip-
. .ment, the amount of space needed for a certain game, or

the cost of specific pieces of equipment.
1 91
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.Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off

(cont.)

5

Organizing Data

411%

Statistical Analysis

Graphing

103

(

Determining when a measurement is likely to be accurate
enough for a particular purpose, for example, accuracy
required in measuring the dimensions of thaplay area
for a scale'drawing.

Rounding off meagurements while measuring various body

parts.
Rounding off data after measuring dimensions of the play
area or a pieceof play apparatus.

Using approximation in construdting play equipment.

Tallying on bar graphs or histograms.
Ordering real.numbers on'a graph axis. \
Ordering measureflients of floor-to-knee length from

smallest to laigest.
Ordering inches, feet, yards or centimeters, meters.

See also SdIENCE list: organizing, Processing Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing

Data.
;

Interpreting bar graphs, histograms.
Determining total range of body measurement-data.
Finding and comparing the median in an oidered set of

measurement data, such as weight and height data.
Recognizing a pattern in the distribution of measurements

collected from a large number of people.
Assessing predictability of a larger sample (all

intermediate-grade children) based on results from a
smaller sample (one class of intermediate-grade
children).

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.

1

Using alternative methods of displayrng data, for example,
charts and graiihs.

Making a graph fotm--dividing axes into parts, deciding
on an appropriate scale.

Representing data on gtaphs.
Bar graph--number of children using various pieces of
aquipment during* a Certain time period..

Conversion graph--converting meters to feet to pur-
chase wood for construction of equipment.

.11 4



) Graphing (cont.) r

/

Spatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Study

Numeration Systems

109

*Cumulative distribution graph--total number of
students who used the play area for certain lengths
of time or less.

Histogram--different number of children who use the
plhy-area for certain len ths of time.

Line chart--use of virious pieces of equipment
according-to'grade'level.

Line graph--time spent waiting in line for a slide
vs. the length of the line.

Scdeter graph--the grade level of a class vs. the
amount of time the class spends on the play area.

Slope diagram--the Fatio of space required by
different pieces bf equipment to usage of it
during recess.,

Obtaining information from graphs.
See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: CommuniCating, Displaying

Data.

Drawing or constructing a design.or model of a piece of
play equipment.

Using geometric Iigures to understand and utilize
relationships such as 4rea to perideter for the play
area.

Using stand mensurational formulas, for,example,14
A =LxW (Area = LengthxWidth).

Measuring and constructing scale layouts using rulers,
compasses, and protractors.

Using spatial arrangements to convey information on the
best arrangement of equipment/game areas on the play-
ground.

Making a flow diagram of traffil patterns that develop
during times of heavy use on the play area.

Using the decimal.system in measuring play area dimensions
for a scale drawing.

Using fractions in measuring ihe atea to be covered by a
piece of equipment.

Usirig the decimal system 111 calculating costs of materials
such.as paint, lumber, small equipTent.

Number Systems and Properties See Computation Using Operations.
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Denominate Numbers/Dimensions

Scaling

t,
Symmetry/SiAilarity/COngruence

Accura6y/Measurement Error/Estimation

Statistic's/Random Processes/

Probability

Graphing/Functions

Fraction/Ratio

Maximum and Minimum Values

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations

Monty/Finance

Set Theory

r,97

See MeasuiVng.

**Finding an appropriate scale (propOrtiou) for thdrscale

, drawing or scale model.
Using a scale to draw and make representations in the

scale drawing pr scale model.
Making a scale drawing of.the play area or a scale model

of play equiPment.
Deriv ng information from scale drawings of the play area

, andftale models of equipment.

See Spatial Visualizati(n/Geome

See Measuring and Estimating/4p ximating/Rounding Off.

See Statistical Analysis.

See Graphing.

See Computation Using Operations: Fractions/Ratios('

Percentages.

Minimizing cost in recommending changes in the design of

the play area.
4 Maximizing usage of space in,recommending changes in the

'trrangement of the play area.

See Comparing and Computation Using Operations.

See Computation Vaing Operations: Business and Consumer

Mathematics/Money and Finance

g

See Classifying/Categorizing.
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ACTIVITIES IN PlatY AREA DESIGN-AND USE UTILIZING SCIENCE

- Process

Observing/Describing

Clessifying

tdentifying Variables

Defining Variables Operationally

193

s.

. Observing and describing the physical arrangement of the
play area.

Observing and describing use of the play area by children
of different ages:

Observing that accident's occur in overcrowded areas.
See also.SOCIAL SCIENCE'listi Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Classifying play according t4 the type of activity it is,
for example, the jungle gym and circular ladder climb_
both provide opportunity for climbing.

Determining which portidns of the play area are heavily
used and which are not.

See also MATHEMATIC§,Ii4t:. Classif4ing/Categorizing.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE:list: Observing/Deacribing/
Classifying.

Identifying the usage, cost, aad space occupie as
variables to be conSidered in selec'tiugpiaeés of
equipment.

Identifying the number of children who tse eich piece of
equipment as One of the thiugs to be measuied.

Identifying the age of the children as one of the things
to be controlled.

Identifying scheduling and arrangement as two of. the
9

things to be changed to improve the play area.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE Ast: Ideniffying Problems/

Veriables.

Defining the area taken up by the swings as that idlich ,

extends,one Meter beyond the supports'and includes, the
distance (arc) -traveled by the swings.

Defining the usage as the nuMber of students wh9 use the
equipmeae in one recess.perio&

Defining the length of the 'day atea as the number of/A

4.)

clicks of the trundlewhee tolled Along one side of
the perimetei of the space

s.0
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H Maniulting, Controlling ol1ecting measurement and/or usage data according to
Variabres/Experlmenting specified procedures.

\
. Changing the arrdnZement of the play area without changing

the scheduling. .

\
vComparing usage and space of pieces -of equipment that cost - --

the same anount. -

. Testing each equipment dqsign model for overall strength
and stability.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Manipulat4ng, Contrlling

Variables/Experimenting. -

Dssin1ng and Constructing Designing d constructing 'ixLeàsiring insttUnents in the
Measuring t.cas and Equipment Design Lab, for example, trundle wheels,meter sticks.

Iasrdng/I'redicting/Formu1ating, In.ferrin3 from a histogram that certain "rungLstancs"
Teatinà ilrpotheses/Mode11ng diU be appropriate for ali$he:sttdts in the school.

flypothesizing thatf .the tot. usg2 the play area will
be increased if certain changes in arrngement are
made.

- . Making scale layouts of different possible jlay area
to determine which best suits. tieir need.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Infexring/Predictir/g/

Formulating, !teàting Hypotheses.

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data MeasuLng the play area in order to construct a scale
layout. - .

Measuring, the space taken up by pieces of eq,uipment.
Measuring distance from floor to knee with meter sticks;

reading result's accurately.' g

o Tallying the number of students who use each piece.of
equipment. 2:

- Recording msasurexnents in an organized manner.
Seer also MATEEMMICS list: Measuring.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE1ist: Coleicting, Recording I)ata/

.
Measu.rizg.

Organizing, Processing Data . Orderi'ng play area usage data according to. time of day
,

and da.y of-week.
f Tabulating -measurements of th play area and' the equipment

afore donstrctin a, scale layout.
. See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

Seea18o SOIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Process.ing Data.
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Analyzing, Interpreting Data

.ConuzUnicating, Displaying 0,itta

ti Calculating the avexage use of c- ertain pieces of play

equipment during:recess for the entire week.
Analyzing data on cost, space, and usage Of equipment

to determine best arrangement for play area.
See also MATHEMAT/CS list: Comparing; Statistical

Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing;
Maximum and Minimum Values.

Reporting'data to thel class.

Representing quantitativ on graphs or charts.
'See also,MA T CS list: Graphirig.
See als OCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying

..ee also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

113

Generalizing/Applying,Process.fo
. Using knowledge acquired from, working on one-aspect of the.

4*.t New Problems . plaY area to help solve othek problems associated with
play'Srea design and use. %

Applying skills acquired from work on er;;;Area Design
and Usetto Oork on Mass CommUnications or other USMES
units.,

.

See also.SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying
.. Process.to Daily Life.

'Areas pf Study

Measurement Understanding the concept of'a unit of measure.
Selecting the best-instrument to use to measure large
distances, body parts, and equipment, e.g., tape
measure, meter stick, weight scales.

Measuring the amount of space required for various pieces ,

of play eqvipment.

Measuring,perimeter of play area usihg trundle wheels.
Using stomeatch to meashre waitifig times at various pieces

of equipment..

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

Motion Observing that the force of one child Rubbing another on
a swing is transformed into the mption of a swing. ,

Observing that a bigger force applied to a ball results
in the ball travelling faster and farther.'

,/

fl" A4,u .1
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Circular Motion

Force

Centripetal. Force

Momentum/Inertia

Friction

Observing,that thehack -and -forth motion (force) of

pushinga merrY -go -round is transformed into the

circular motion of the merry-go-round.
See a/so Force.

Observing that more force is heeded to start or stdp a
heavier person or object than a 1ighter':one.

Observing that it required force to !start or stop a ,

swing, throw or-catch a ball.
Observing that force can be multiplied by using a lever,

as when batting a ball.
Observing the differences between powerand manual tools

when making measuring instruments in the Dehign Lab;
observing that power tools multiply force or increase
speed.

Observing that force must be exerted to hammer nails into
wood, noting that the hammer multiplies the force that

is exerted.
See also. Motion.

Observing that an inward forde is reqired to make a jump

rope move in a circular path. The force required is
greater the heavier or longer, the jump 'mpe

Observing that one tends to fall outward when riding on a
merry-go-round because the merry-go-round pulls one's
body from a straiahtAine path; observing that this
tendency increases as the speed of the merry-go-round

increases.

Observing that
acts upon th

'Observing that

gding Ihster

. Observing thht
s the momentum

objedt.

Observing that
swinging bat

objects at rest do not mov until a force

em.

swings take,longer to stop.if they ar
(the momentum is greater). -

when two people Or objectscollide, part of
of one object is transferred to fe dfher

when a\ball is batted, fhe momentu0 of the
is trafisferred to the ball.

ObserVing that swings stop evenIllY becaude of the
frictional force exerted by the air and by the swihg

support. %)/1'. 4 0



Friction (cont.)

Weight

Mechanical Woik and Energy

Observing fhat the smoother the slide is, the faster a
person goes down it.

Observing that a blade becomes warm when vigorously
sawing a piece of wood beeause doing work against the
force of friction generates heat.

Observing that play equipment must be stronger to support
more weight.

Observing that persons light in weight must sit farther
from the center of a seesaw to balance a heavier person.

Observing the higher a slide is, the faster a person
goes because his/her weight is exerting a force over
a longer period of time.

Observing that mechanical work -and energy are involved in
using play area equipment, for example, punping one's
legs while swinging enables one'to go higher.

Observing that hitting a ball harder (exerting a greater
force) requires more work and energy.

'Observing that saber saws are faster than hand saws for
cutting Tri-Wall or lumbet and that they transform
elecirical energy into mechanical energy.

See also Motion and Force.

Solids, Liquids, and Gases

States of Matter Observing that glue is available in liquid or solid form
with different properties.

Observing that a solid stickof glue is turned into hot
liquid glue by usiiig a hot glue gun.

Properties of Matter ,

3:\
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Observihg t4 effects of physical and chemical wear on
materials,'for example, rusting .of metal play equipment,
wearing out of seat swing, wearing off pf paint.

,Investigating the effects of time and weather on materials.
Observing that different construction matertals, such as
.lumber and Tri-Mall have,different properties that make
'them useful for different tasks.

Observing that different ground coversiSuch as grass or,
concrete have different properties that make them'
useful for different activities.
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Ecology/Environment

Anatomy/PhYsiology

.'

203 .

Recognizing that utilizing space for a playarga affects
other aspects of the environment, such as walkways,
trees; shrubs.

See also SOCIAL SCIgNC ist: Geography/Physical

Environwent.

j

Measuring various body parts, such as height, knee-to-ilobr.

Recognizing that differences in human proportions
necessitate different eguipment dimensions, for example,
swings at several heights from the'ground, climbing
apparatus with differently spaced ladder rungs, size
and weights of baseball bats, space needed foi a baseball

field. .*

5
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ACTIVITIES IN PLAY AREA DESIGN AND USE UTILIZ NG SOCIAL SCIENCE

Process

Observing/lscribing/Classifying

Identifying Problems, Variables

Manipulating, Control
Experimenti

ing Variai)les/

InferrinF./Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring

211

Orgadizing and classifYing sets of idas, activities, or
information.

Observing and describing difficultfeg resulting from
scheduled use qf the play area:

Classifying play'area problems.
Describing the various behaviors of children on the play'

area that cause accidents. ,

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifyigg/Categorizing..
See also SCIENCE ldst: Observing/Describing; 'Classifying.

Identifying different attitudes students have toward their
play area.

-

Identifying problems with the Play area.
See ,also SCIENCE list: Identifying VaY:iahles.

Standardizing.meastiting method's among the students.
Conducting trials on use of the play area with revised

scheduling without dianging physical arrangement of
the space; comparing this.data with that collected
before changes were made.

See also.SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting.

Inferring from results of opinion surveys the types of
plaY activities that should be planned.

Hypothesizing that rescheduling the use.of the play area
will reduce overcrowding.

Conducting trials based on new/different schedules to
determine whether solution makes a difference.

Choosing best method of play area scheduling.
See also SUIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses.

Using voting procedure to determine preferences.
See also MATHEMATICS list:. Counting; Measurdng.
See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Da

212
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Organizing, Processing Data

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data

/
r

Tallying votes for types of actiVities to offer on the,

play area.
Tallying opinion survey or questionnaire data on attitudes
towards play area i)dfore and after changes have been

made.
Ordering'resulAs of opinion survey on preferred equiPment

from most popular to least pdpular.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing ildta. ;

' .See afso SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.

Comparing_quantitative data such as survey results. .

Comparing qualitative information gatheied from varioub
sources,_such as consumdr infOrmatiOn on different .

brands of the same equipment,.
Evaluating the way the Opinion survey was adMinistered,

the size and"makeup of the sample.
Comparing'data obtiined from different gioups of people
--or.from samples-of diffetent
Analyzing data on schedUling and usage to determine a

. better possible schedule. '

See alsO,MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical .

Analysis;,Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniqubs; Graphing;

Maximum and Minimum Values.
'

Sep also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.
P

,.: o

o,Reportinggroup activities to the classe
Representing survey data, Such as preferences about play

equipment, on graphs or charts.
Making charts or graphs.that can'be easily understood 4nd

will-have maximum impact on intended audience, e.g.,
principal or school. board.

See-also MATHEMATICS list% Graphing.

'See alsO-SCIENCE,list: .CoMmunicating,'Ddsplaying Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Generalizing/ApplyinOrocess to . Using the knoWledge,iicquired from'improving one aspect of

Daily Life the play area to help solve other associated play area
problems, such as storage and distribution of small
equipment.

Applying one's knowledge of opinion suyvoys to Surveys on
other.problems.

Offering suggestions for improving public plaYgrounds to
city park authorities.

See also SCIENCE.list: Generalizing/Applying Procesi to
4

Ney,Problpmg.

'2 14 7
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Attitudes/Values

Accepting Responsibility for Actions
and Results

Developing Interest and Involvement in
Huilan Affairs

I

Recognizing the Importance of
Individual and Group Contributions
to Society

Developing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Reliance, and Initiative

4

Recognizing fhe Values 01 Copperation,
Group Work, 1,14 Di sion of Labor

Understanding Mbdes of Inquiry' Used

in the Sciences, Appreciating their
PoWer and Precision

-zfri 5

o Making sure that various tasks, such as measuring the
play area, duplicating survey forms, are done.

a Scheduling hours and people to collect-data on the play-
.

ground or to administer opinion surveys to various
'classes.

SchedUling and giving presentations to persons in author-
ity, such as the principal, to obtain approval for
proposed changes on the play'area.

Promoting changes on the play area to reduce overcrowding
:and accidents and increase the enjoyment of it by
schoolmates._

------

Recognizihg that they can improve,conditions on their
.

play area. ')

*Recognizing thet their improvement of the play area,will
'help the whole,school as well as themselves..

Airessing the effects bf group action on school regula-
1,---3tions and schedules.

* Conducting group sessions with help from the teacher.
Dealing with various merchants to obtain supplies, for

eXample, construction materials:
Finding theii.own solutions to problems encountered in
addition to the-main problem of the chalange.

Choosing and'developing the best way of presenting a plan
to the principal.

Learning touse different ways of obtaining needed infor-
mation, for example, writing letters or using 'the
telephone.

* Finding that work on improving the play area progresses
more rapidly and smoothly when they work in groUps.

,Eliminating needless oVerlap in work.
Finding that work is more fun and proceeds more sthoothly,,
when people cooperate.

Using scientific modes of inquiry to investigate and solve
play area problems.

Using.date,'grephs, and other Supportive material to con-
vince other people that n proposed solution be accepted.
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c

Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used

in the Sciences, Appreciating Their
Power and Precision <cont.)

;

_Respecting the Views, Thoughts, and
Peelings of Others

..

Being Open to New Ideas,and
Information

°N.

Learning the Importance and Influence
'of Values n Decision Making

Areas Study

Economics *

.
. it

Seeing that yarious play area.arrangements can be tried

by using scale layouts.

. See also MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists.

Considering all suggestions and assessing their merits.
Considering the opinions of others when proposing a change;'

conducting opinion survgys to help determine which small

equipmene should be purchased.
Recognizing differences in values kccording to age, ex-

: perience, occupation, income, interests, culture, race,

religpn, ethnic backgrOund.
Recognizing core values of daily living: fair play and

justice,.free speech, opportunity for decision making,
opportunity for selflrespect, freedom of choice, right
to privacy, acceptance of the life styles of the
Community, group identity._

Considering ideas and suggestions from other seudents as
well as-other ways of doing various tasks.

Recognizing the importance of information obtained from
different sources, such as, fire department, catalogs,
opinion survey data, principal

Realizing that prqerences for various play area arrange-
ments reflect'the values df each individual, as in
deciding whether to Use some of a grassy area fot'a

piece ofjlayground equipment.

Investigating.costs of equipment for play area use vs.

use of,equiphent and budget restrictions.
Gathing experience in record keeping and comparative

I shopping for materials, retail and wholesale prices,

discomnts.
cainii4experience with finance: sources, uses, and

limiqátiona of revgnues for the purchase of play area

equi Tent.
Assessing preferences, char4cteristics, etc., of'users.

(ire., classmates) throue.surveys or questionnaires..
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Geography/Physical Environment

As

Political Science/Government 1
Systems

4

Recent Local History

Social Psychology/Individual and
Gropp Behavior

Sociology/Social Systems

Investigating and changing the physical environment,of the
play area.

Making and using,maps of the
etc.

Oliserviag that people behave
o vironments.

tecognizing that redesigning
changes the way peoPle use
another in it.

play area, school grounds,

differently in different en-

the physicalAvironment
it and interact with one

121

4%4..
Establishing rules for use1 the play area.
Investigating systems of\adminIstration and control.
Investigating regulations and'policies affecting plaftned .

changes on the play area. -%

Getting in touch with and working with school authorities
,to obtain 'Permission to carry out play area improvements.

s 1 Investigating previous attempts to change ihe play area.
Investigating previous ownership and use of land.

Recognizing and using different ways of approaching.
different groups, for example, a.presentation to school-
mates would be different ttr one to the.PTA of the
schooL.

Recognizing the need for leaderéhip within,small and
large_groups; recognizing differing canlcities of indi-
viduals for various roles within groups.

Analyzing the effects of a small group making decisions
for a larger group.-

Considering t4e integral, related nature of a community
,.and its physical or recreational sqrroundings as a
factor in the problem of making the play area a better
place.

Devising a system of working cooperatively in small and
large groups.

Investigating problems a4d making changes that affect not
only themselves but sdciety--other students in the
school, people\in the community.

Working within established social systems, to promote
changes on the play area.



(

Sociology/Social Systems (cont.)

4

Experiencing and understanding differences i4 social
systems in differgnt social groups (children and
Nadults, women and men).

Recognizing that there are many different social groups
and that one person belongs to more fhan one.

0 I) 9
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ACTIVITIES,IN PLAY ARE1ODESIGN AND USE UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skins

Reading:

Literal Comprehension--Decoding
Words, Sentences, and'Paragraphs

Reading

Critidal Reading--Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language: '

Speaking

' Oral Language:
Listening

Oral Language:

Memorizing

Written Language:
Speliin

4.0

Decoding words, sentences, and paragraphs while reading
catalogs of play area equipment; while reading school,

schedules and regulations; while reading drafts of
proposals, presentations, letters.

Obtaining factual information about play area'equipment,
first aid, etc.

Understanding what is read about p10 area equipment,
,first aid, drafts of proposals to change play area de-
iign aad/or use.

Offering ideas suggestions, and criticisms during discus-
sions'in small group work and class discussions on
problems and proposed solutions.

Reporting to class about data collection, scale drawing
activifies, construction, etc:

Responding to criticisms of activities.

Preparing, practicing, and giving effective oral presenta-
tion to principal or PTA requesting funds tO improve
the Play area or permission to make changes.

Using the telephone properly and effectively to obtain
information or to invite a resource person to speak
to the,class.

Conducting opinion surveys about'possible play area
activities. *

Using rules of grammar ih speaking.

Conducting interviews of schoolmates.
Following spoken directions:
Listening to group reports.

Memorizing'portions of oral presentations.

Uaing correct spelling in wIlting.

r) 4
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Written Language:
Grammar--Punctuation, Syntax, Usage

Written Language:
Composition

Study Skills:
Outlining/Organizing ,

Study Skills:

Using References.and Resources

Ow.

Attitudes/Values

AppreCiating the Value of Expressing
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing

N 4,

D

Using rules of grammar in writing.
1

Writing to communicate effectively:'
preparing written proposals and letters using notes,

data, graphs, charts, etc., communicating need.
for proposed play area changes.

preparing writeups of play area rules to go with new

or old play equipment.
writing pesters of new rules for the play area.
writing opinion surveys for schoolmatea, devising

questions to elicit desired information; judging
whether s question is relevant and whether its

theaning is clear'.

Taking notes when...consulting authorities or books about

play equipment design and conatruction, safety,
regulations.

Developing opinion,survey;-ordering questions around
central themes, such as preferences for play activi,ties.

Planning presentations, data collection schemes, etc.
Organizing Adeab, facts, data for inclusion in reports/

proposals to other groups or presentation to principal

or pTA.

Using the library to research infoimation.on equipment
design, construction, fire and safety regulations, etc.

so Usihg the dictionary to locate =Os.
Finding an expert in phybical design and use of space

and inviting-him or her to speak to the class and-

,. answer questions fqK them. ;

Using indexes and tables of contents of books to locate

desired information.
o'Using. "How To" Cards for inforMation oh making a scale

drawing, using tools, etc. .- .

Finding thal classmates and teacher may apptove of an

idea if it is presented clearly.
, .

Finding that the school will allocate money when presented
with an adequate (written or oral) proposal.

U



Appreciating the'Value of Written
Resources

.125

Finding that certain desired information can be found
in catalogs andtother books on available play equipment
designs, costs, and-regulations.

Developing an Interest in Reading Willingly looking up information on equipment designs,
and Writing construction, costs, regulations, etc.

Looking uplurther or more detailed information. .

Showing desire to work on drafting letters, reports, or
proposals.

Making Judgments Concerning What
is Read

Appreciating the Value of Different
Forms of Writing, Different Forms
of Communication
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411 Deciding whether what Is read is applicable to the
particular problem.

Deciding how reliable the information obtained from
reading is..

DeCiding whethe'r the written material is appropriate,
whether it says khat is-is supposed to say, whether it
May need improvement.

Finding that how in&rmation:can be best conveyed is
determined in part by the audience to Wilkna it is
directed.

Finding that certain data or information can be best
conveyed by writing it down, preparing graphs or
chary, etc.

Findinethat.certain data or information should be
written down so that.it can be referred to at a later
time.

Finding that spoken instrudtions are sometimes better than
written iristructions, and vice versa.
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